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ZusammenfassungIn der Arbeit werden die Wehselwirkungen in dünnen �üssigen Filmen untersuht und modi-�ziert. Shaum- (gas/�üssig/gas) und Benetzungs�lme (gas/�üssig/fest) werden mittels ThinFilm Pressure Balane (TFPB) untersuht. Die Apparatur wurde im Rahmen der Arbeit fürdie Studien an asymmetrishen Filmen aufgebaut und modi�ziert.Die Ladungen an den Filmgrenz�ähen werden gezielt modi�ziert. Die Adsoprtion von Tensi-den bestimmt die Ober�ähenladung an der gas/�üssig Grenz�ähe. Die Ober�ähenladungam festen Substrat wird eingestellt durh Adsorption von Polyelektrolytshihten. Die asym-metrishen Filme ersheinen diker und stabiler im Vergleih zu freistehenden Filmen. DieGrenz�ähenart, ihre Elastizität und das Ober�ähenpotential spiegeln sih somit in der Film-stabilität wider.Der Übershuss von wasserunlöslihen geladenen Amphiphilen an der Wasser/Luft Grenz-�ähe führt zu elektrostatisher Abstoÿung und einem Filmriss, sofern die Filmgrenz�ähenengegengesetzt geladen sind. Gleihnamig geladene Grenz�ähen ziehen sih an und der Filmwird stabilisiert. Von diesem Verhalten wird darauf geshlossen, dass die Filmstabilität vonelektrostatishen Wehselwirkungen gesteuert wird.Mit dieser Vorkenntnis werden pure Wasser�lme auf polyelektrolyt-beshihteten Substratenuntersuht, um das Vorzeihen und den Ursprung der Ladung an der Wasser/Luft Grenz�ä-he zu ermitteln. Stabilisierung von Wasser�lmen auf negativ geladenen Substraten und derFilmriss auf positiv geladenem Substrat liefern einen experimentellen Beweis für die negativeLadung an der Wasser/Luft Grenz�ähe. Das Ergebnis wird durh die Abshirmung von La-dungen bei steigender Elektrolytkonzentration in der Lösung bestätigt. Bei der Änderung despH bleibt die negative Ladung an der Wasser/Luft Grenz�ähe erhalten. Das Resultat wirdauf die bevorzugte Adsorption der Hydroxidionen zurükgeführt, die für die negative Ladungan der Wasser/Luft Grenz�ähe verantwortlih ist. Der Beitrag von hydrophoben Wehselwir-kungen zur Filmstabilität wird mittels Randwinkelmessungen ausgeshlossen. Eine Methodezur Ermittlung von Randwinkeln auf hydrophilen, quellbaren Substraten unter gesättigterAtmosphäre wird ausgearbeitet.Motiviert durh die Strukturkräfte in Shaum�lmen, werden die Polyelektrolyt�lme zwishenzwei festen Grenz�ähen mittels Surfae Fore Apparatus (SFA) und als Benetzungs�lme mit-tels TFPB untersuht. Aufgrund fehlender Emp�ndlihkeit vom SFA kann die Strati�zierungin den Filmen niht erfasst werden.Benetzungs�lme mit gleiher Zusammensetzung auf der Siliziumober�ähe weisen ledigliheinen Sprung beim Ausdünnen auf, unabhängig von der untersuhten Polyelektrolytkonzen-tration. Die Urasahe für die reduzierte Strati�zierung kann das Strömungspro�l in der asym-metrishen Geometrie des �üssigen Filmes sein.
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AbstratThe work deals with investigation and modi�ation of interations in thin liquid �lms. Foam�lms (gas/liquid/gas) and wetting �lms (gas/liquid/solid) are studied using the porous platetehnique in the Thin Film Pressure Balane. The apparatus has been built up and the teh-nique modi�ed for investigation of asymmetri liquid �lms.The harge sign on eah �lm interfae has been spei�ally modi�ed. At the gas/liquid inter-fae the adsorption of harged surfatant moleules determines the surfae harge. Spei�deposition of polyeletrolyte layers onto the solid substrate allows the tuning of its surfaeharge.The (asymmetri) wetting �lms on silion are thiker and more stable then their (symmetri)foam ounterparts. Thus the elastiity of the �lm interfaes is re�eted in the �lm stability.The exess of water-insoluble harged amphiphiles at the free water surfae provides eletro-stati attration between the oppositely harged interfaes in a wetting �lm, and the �lmruptures. Similarly prepared spei�ally harged interfaes of an equal harge sign repel eahother. As a result a stable �lm is observed. From this behavior eletrostatialy driven stabil-ity of wetting �lms is onluded. Experiments on pure water wetting �lms on polyeletrolytepre-oated silion targeted at the determination of the surfae harge sign at the air/waterinterfae. Stable water �lms on negatively harged substrates and �lm rupture on positivelyharged ones provide an evidene for the negative harge sign at the air/water interfae. Thisresult is experimentally supported by inreasing sreening of interfaial harges as the ele-trolyte ontent in the liquid �lm inreases. The negative harge at the air/water interfaedoes not hange as the pH dereases. This is attributed to the preferential adsorption of thehydroxide ions at the air/water interfae, whih provide the negative surfae harge at thefree water surfae.The ontribution of hydrophobi interations to the �lm stability is exluded by measuring thewater ontat angle on the respetive substrates. A method for ontat angle determinationon hydrophili, swellable substrates in saturated atmosphere is presented.Polyeletrolytes in the liquid phase are investigated studying the symmetri liquid �lms be-tween two solid interfaes in a Surfae Fore Apparatus and in asymmetrial onformationon silion in Thin Film Pressure Balane. Strati�ation of the polyeletrolyte, observed inthe literature for foam �lms, annot be deteted at the given sensitivity of the Surfae ForeApparatus.Wetting �lms thin disontinously revealing a single step at eah tested polyeletrolyte on-entration. The redution of the strati�ation ould be aused by the drift pro�le in theasymmetrial �lm geometry of the liquid �lm.
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Chapter 1Introdution
Thin liquid �lms with the thikness of the order of 10 - 100 nm are essential buildingomponents of olloids. The single �lms, whih separate the elements of the dispersedphase, in�uene the struture and the stability of a marosopi system. Depending onthe type of the involved phase, thin �lms have a symmetri struture if they preventfrom oalesene of two adjaent droplets in a emulsion, two bubbles in a foam, oraggregation of two dispersed partiles. The asymmetri wetting �lms an be found insystems where three phases oexist. The phases might be two liquids in equilibriumwith their gas phase (e.g. gas/water/oil), or a solid substrate in equilibrium with two�uid phases (gas/liquid/solid). They are ruial in many tehnologial proesses suhas �otation, oil reovery, spreading of liquids on solid surfaes in oating and depositionproesses, semiondutor hip deposition, forming of mirosensors in miroeletroniindustry and other interdisiplinary �elds. In most of this pratial appliations a se-letive regulation of the wetting behavior is involved. In many tehnial proesses thin�lms are not aessible for investigation of the physiohemial properties. Therefore,spei� methods and instruments are needed to study model �lms. Aording to this,strong e�ort was spend on development of proedures allowing preise evaluation ofe.g. �lm thikness, ontat angles, and interations arising between the approahinginterfaes. In order to ontrol the marosopi properties a relation between this mea-6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONsurements and the stability have to be determined. Another interesting aspet is theuse of the �lm as a tool for on�ning olloidal dispersions.The fundamental property whih quanti�es the stability of thin liquid �lms is thedisjoining pressure. Positive disjoining are related to stable �lms, whereas negativedisjoining pressures lead to �lm rupture. In the present thesis the disjoining pressureisotherms are measured by Thin Film Pressure Balane, based on the porous-platetehnique. This method allows a wide-range adjustment of the �lm thiknesses byontrolled variation of the imposed external pressure. Both, the drainage and the equi-librium thikness of the liquid �lm an be measured by this method. The disjoiningpressure isotherms give information about the fores ating between the approahinginterfaes, and the moleular arrangement within the �lm.Outline of the thesisThe primary goal of the thesis is the understanding, the quanti�ation and the ontrolof interations whih are ruial for the stability of thin aqueous wetting �lms.In order to understand the interations whih stabilize thin aqueous �lms, the ef-fet of the surfae omposition on interfaial fores is investigated, both, in aqueousfree-standing and in wetting �lms (Chapter 4). The stability of the wetting �lms isontrolled by modifying the harge of the interfaes (Chapters 4 - 6). While the hargeof the solid surfae is adjusted by adsorption of polyeletrolytes, the harge of theair/water interfae is varied by soluble and insoluble amphiphiles (Chapters 4 and 5).Wetting �lms give the opportunity to determine the sign of the surfae harge of thepure air/water interfae (Chapter 6). A possible relation between the stability of awetting �lm and the wetting behavior of the respetive solid surfae is studied by on-tat angle measurements under humid onditions (Chapter 7).Beside the stability, also the on�nig e�ets of the wetting �lms is investigated. There-7



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONfore, aqueous polyeletrolyte solutions are entrapped between two solid interfaes (SFA)or between an air/liquid and a liquid/solid interfae (TFPB).Eah hapter of the thesis is written as a omplete unit. Thus, the respetive referenesare found at the end of eah hapter.
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Chapter 2Fores in thin liquid �lms
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CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMSThe overall stability of a olloidal system is based on the stability of single �lms of theontinuous phase, whih separate the dispersed phase into ompartments. Thin liquid�lms are promising tools for researhing moleular interations and testing existingtheories. Their stability arises from fundamental intermoleular interations withinon�ned geometries and is governed by the surfae phenomena. The energy barriersholding every dispersed system in a at least metastable state are due to interationsbetween two �lm interfaes. Understanding and ontrolling the energy barriers hasa great pratial bene�t and an be ahieved by fundamental theoretial and exper-imental studies on thin liquid �lms. Aordingly, a onsiderable e�ort is devoted tounderstand the surfae fores and in�uene them spei�ally.The fundamental measure, whih haraterizes the thermodynami stability of thinliquid �lms is the disjoining pressure Π (Pa). This measure quanti�es the sum of in-terations between two interfaes oming in ontat. The measured fore or energy ofinteration is due to the interplay between van der Waals, eletrostati, steri, stru-tural, hydrophobi and other feasible interations. Diret measurements of fore anddisjoining pressure studies provide fore vs. distane urves.2.1 Origin and de�nition of disjoining pressureNear an interfae the thermodynami properties di�er from those in the neighboringbulk phase. At a ertain point, when two phases approah eah other, the interveningphase between them reahes the dimension of the interfaial region, and ompletelyloses the initial bulk properties. Under this ondition the surfae fores in�uenefurther approah. The ourring disjoining pressure tries to hinder the ontat of thephases. Conventionally, both attrative and repulsive interations are termed disjoiningpressure, though by de�nition attrative interations result in a onjoining pressure.The pressure between the overlapping interfaes is expressed in terms of an exesspressure, whih depends on the thikness h of the intervening �lm. Aording to10



CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMSDerjaguin and Churaev, who experimentally proved the existene of disjoining pressure,the quantity an be de�ned in a mehanial approah as a di�erene between thepressure in the �lm, normal to the plane-parallel �lm surfae (PN), and the intrinsipressure in the original bulk phase volume (PB) [1℄:
Π(h) = PN − PB. (2.1)For a �lm with the thikness h, in equilibrium with the bulk phase, at onstant tem-perature T , total pressure P , and substane amount ni, the disjoining pressure an beexpressed as the work set up during �lm drainage, manifested in hanges of the Gibbsfree energy ∂G per unit of onstant ross-setional area A [2, 3℄:

Π(h) = −(
∂G

∂h
)T,P,A,ni

. (2.2)With respet to the surfae tension σ of the �lm interfaes and the one of the bulk phase
σ(h = ∞), the disjoining pressure as a funtion of �lm thikness an be alternativelydesribed as follow [3, 4℄:

2σ(h) = 2σ(h = ∞) −

h
∫

∞

Πdh. (2.3)2.1.1 Components of disjoining pressureAs already mentioned, the disjoining pressure is related to di�erent types of interationsating in the �lm. Depending on the system and the distane of the interfaes severalelements ontribute to the resulting value [5, 6℄:
Π(h) = Πel + ΠvdW + Πst + Πhydr + . . . . (2.4)The terms stated in equation 2.4 relate: Πel - the eletrostati double layer fores,11



CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMS
ΠvdW - the London - van der Waals dispersion fores, Πst - the steri and struturalfores and Πhydr - the hydrophobi fores. The �rst two are summarized by the DLVOtheory. Already in the 40's Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek deteted strongrelation between the aggregation of aqueous dispersions and the deformation of theeletrostati double layer [7, 8℄. In order to explain this behavior quantitatively, theydeveloped a theory, whih deals with the balane of fores that determine the stabilityof the �lms: the attrative van der Waals fores and repulsive eletrostati double layerfores.2.1.2 Eletrostati double layer foresThe eletrostati interations arise when the eletri double layers of harged interfaesoverlap. They at in the range of the Debye length λ (m−1), i.e. far from the interatingsurfaes and prevent the further approah of the interfaes. The thikness of the di�usedouble layer at a harged surfae an be alulated from the formula provided by thelassial Debye-Hükel theory:

λ =
1

κ
=

√

ε0εkT

e2NA

∑

Z2
i Ci

. (2.5)where εi denotes the dieletri onstant of the medium, k - the Boltzmann onstant,
T - the temperature, e - the elementary harge, NA - the Avogadro onstant. Theprodut of Zi as the ion valene, and the eletrolyte onentration Ci, orrespondsto the ioni strength of the olloidal system. Inreasing the eletrolyte onentration,one a�ets the deay length, whih beomes shorter due to sreening of the harges.In order to quantify the eletrostati fores under ertain boundary onditions, thePoisson-Boltzmann equation has to be solved [9, 10℄. The solution under Debye-Hükelapproximation is given by: 12



CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMS
Πel = Π0 exp[−κh]. (2.6)Assuming a onstant surfae potential Ψ0 and a univalent eletrolyte, following relationexpresses the eletrostati omponent of the disjoining pressure:

Πel = 64kTρ∞γ2 exp(−κh) = (1.59 · 108)[Cel] exp(−κh), (2.7)where
γ = tanh(

zeΨ0

4kT
) (2.8)This results in the formula for Π0:

Π0 = 64kTρ∞γ2, (2.9)with ρ0 as number density of the ions. In symmetri foam �lms both surfaes areequally harged. Thus, the eletrostati repulsive ontribution always stabilizes the�lm. In �lms separating two di�erent phases, like pseudoemulsions and wetting �lms,the interfaes an be oppositely harged and attrat eah other. This should be takeninto aount in equation 2.7 and 2.9, replaing γ2 by the produt involving surfaepotential of both interfaes: γ1γ2.2.1.3 Dispersion foresThe London - van der Waals dispersion fores, always present between two bodies,govern the stability of thin liquid �lms whih overome the eletrostati stability bar-rier. They an be repulsive or attrative and generally are summarized in the equation[11, 12℄:
13



CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMS
ΠvdW = −

A

6πh3
, (2.10)where A represents the Hamaker onstant, harateristi for the system of adjaentsubstanes. Due to the power-law relation, the van der Waals interations are restritedfor short interspaes in opposite to the double-layer repulsion, whih alters slowly withdereasing distane. For a liquid �lm between two di�erent phases with dieletrionstants (εi), the Hamaker onstant an be alulated from:

A123 =
3

4
kT (

ε1 − ε2

ε1 + ε2
)(

ε3 − ε2

ε3 + ε2
) + A123(ω). (2.11)The term A123(ω) takes the frequeny of the eletri �eld into aount. In symmetrisystems dispersion fores are always negative, irrespetive of the �lm medium, and leadto attration, beause the Hamaker onstant has a positive value. In wetting �lms theombination of dieletri onstants deides about the sign of the Hamaker onstantand thus the harater of the van der Waals fores. They are repulsive for ε1 < ε2 > ε3and attrative if ε1 < ε2 < ε3.2.1.4 Steri and strutural foresAt very small distanes the interations between two surfaes annot longer be de-sribed in terms of DLVO theory. The omplex modi�ations of the moleular andspaial ordering in the on�ned geometry, the properties of the interating surfaes aswell as hydrogen bonding e�ets, generate the short-range steri fores [2℄, [13, 14℄.Langmuir observed that the ordering of the solvent moleules lose to the interfae isdisturbed if another interfae omes loser [15℄. The hanges in the arrangement of theinterfaial region in�uene the interation between the interfaes. Several proesses,like overlapping of amphiphiles' head-groups and diverse �utuations of interfaes, on-tribute to this omponent of the disjoining pressure [14℄. The presene of strutural14



CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMSordering in a liquid �lm and inluded fores lead to osillations in the disjoining pres-sure isotherm, manifested in a stepwise �lm thinning. These osillations are due tothe repulsion between the ordered adsorbed or exluded layers [16, 17℄, maromoleu-lar networks [18, 19℄ or partiles [20, 21℄ and an be haraterized by a harateristiordering length sale. In many ases strutural fores an be investigated more elabo-rately using Surfae Fore Apparatus [22℄ or Atomi Fore Mirosope [23℄.2.1.5 Hydrophobi foresAnother lass of fores appears in ase of hydrophobi surfaes immersed in water oraqueous solutions [24, 25℄. Long-range hydrophobi fores an appear stronger than vander Waals interations and lead to disrepanies in results interpreted only in terms ofDLVO theory. These fores at in the overlapping solvation regions of two approahinghydrophobi surfaes, whih attrat eah other [24, 26℄. They are attributed to thehanges in water struture when the interfaes ome loser [27℄, or to the presene ofsmall bubbles on the hydrophobi surfaes, whih tend to aggregation due to menisusfores [28℄. However, the total origin of the hydrophobi interations is still not wellunderstood.2.2 Disjoining pressure isothermIn equilibrium the disjoining pressure balanes the apillary pressure Pc ating on the�lm. Figure 2.1 presents shematially the desribed omponents of the disjoiningpressure. Only the negative slopes of the urve orrespond to the mehanially stable�lms. The positive slopes of the isotherm separate two stable regions: 10 - 100 nmthik Common Blak Films (CBF) ontaining water between the interfaes, and lessthan 10 nm thin Newton Blak Films (NBF) without free solvent moleules in between.Mainly the eletrostati fores, in�uened by the ioni strength of the intervening liquid15



CHAPTER 2. FORCES IN THIN LIQUID FILMSlayer, are responsible for the stability of CBF. The draining �lm an rupture due to theattrative van der Waals interations, or it onverts into a NBF, whih is stabilized byrepulsive interations between two double layers of moleules adsorbed at the opposinginterfaes.

Figure 2.1: Shemati diagram of the disjoining pressure as a funtion of the �lmthikness.The transition from CBF to NBF orresponds to the mehanially unstable state andannot be measured with the method presented in this thesis, but it �nds expressionin a step of the disjoining pressure isotherm. The osillation an be indued by e.g.adding salt, whih ions sreen o� the surfae potential.
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Chapter 3Experimental part
AbstratIn the following hapter the methods and materials used in the experimental work arepresented. First of all, di�erent tehniques for measuring of interations in thin �lmsare desribed. One of the experimental hallenges of the present thesis was the instal-lation of the Thin Film Pressure Balane apparatus and its adaptation for studies ofasymmetri liquid �lms. Usually, this method is used for investigations of symmetrifree standing �lms. Speial features, whih are needed for studies of wetting �lms aredesribed and disussed. The priniples of the porous-plate tehnique are applied forthe �lm thikness determination and the evaluation of disjoining pressure isotherms.The buildup and the priniples of the Surfae Fore Apparatus used for determinationof fores within a liquid �lm between two solid surfaes are desribed in setion 3.1.2Setion 3.1.3 deals with methods employed for haraterization of surfaes and attendsto surfae tension, zeta potential, ontat angle measurement and Atomi Fore Mi-rosopy.Materials used in the experimental work sorted into groups of surfatants, water insol-uble amphiphiles, polyeletrolytes, and eletrolytes are introdued.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTThe fores ating between the interfaes of a symmetri liquid �lm an be quanti�edby several tehniques. For the studies on free standing foam �lms Thin Film PressureBalane tehnique has been elaborated. Atomi Fore Mirosopy performed as theColloidal Probe Tehnique allows determination of interations taking plae in a liquid�lm on�ned between a �at solid surfae and a olloidal partile. Another tehniquefor measuring of fores ating between two approahing solid-liquid interfaes is repre-sented by Surfae Fore Apparatus. Common to all these methods is the desriptionof the interations in form of fore (pressure) vs. interfaes distane urves, e.g. thedisjoining pressure isotherms. The interpretation of the measured urves in terms ofthe DLVO theory provides fundamental steps for understanding and ontrol of prati-ally important phenomena as stability of foams and dispersed systems.The present thesis fouses on the interations between the interfaes of asymmetriwetting �lms, whih are bounded by two di�erent bulk phases, a solid substrate and agas phase. Desribing of the fores allows a better understanding of suh proesses asadsorption, wetting, swelling, apillary ondensation and adhesion.The drainage and stability of asymmetri wetting �lms were ommonly studied bythe aptured bubble method. An air bubble is formed in a ontrolled way in front ofa apillary tube, and is pressed against a substrate immersed in the analyzed liquid[1, 2℄. The �lm thikness an be seletively varied also by suking out the liquid fromthe spae between the �lm interfaes through an outlet [3, 4℄. The �lm is observed bya mirosope from below [1, 2℄, or from the top of the �lm [3, 4℄, and the thikness ismeasured interferometrially.In order to determine the disjoining pressure isotherms of wetting �lms Shishin om-bined the hydrostati pressure measurements with ellipsometri measurements [5℄.Every individual surfae of the �lm an be haraterized by means of surfae tensionand zeta potential determination. Measurement of the ontat angle provides addi-tional information about the surfae energy. The haraterization is ompleted by20



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTthikness measurements.3.1 Tehniques for measurement of fores in thinliquid �lms3.1.1 Thin Film Pressure BalaneThe quanti�ation of the interations in thin liquid �lms originates in the ell inventedby Sheludko and Exerowa [6, 7℄. This devie allows the formation of horizontal,symmetri liquid �lms between two equal gas/liquid interfaes. In this original modelthe �lm is formed over a glass ring and the liquid is suked out of the ring. Pressurerange limitations onneted with this version are eliminated in several performanesof the porous-plate tehnique developed by Mysels [8℄ and by the group of Exerowa[9, 10℄. Sine this apparatus is mostly used in the thesis, its struture is desribed inmore detail. The obligatory omponents of the apparatus are presented in �gure 3.1.A porous glass dis (1) is saturated with the investigated liquid and onneted to aglass apillary tube (2) �lled with the residue aqueous phase. A hole drilled throughthe glass dis provides a support for a liquid drop (3). The saturated liquid holderis loated in a hermetially sealed hamber (4), exposing the apillary tube to thereferene ambiene pressure Pr. An exess of the liquid (5) situated in the hamberprovides an equilibrated vapor atmosphere. While the gas pressure in the hamber
Pg is inreased with a preise pressure ontrol devie (6), the imposed pressure a�etsthe liquid drop in the �lm holder. As the liquid is not ompressible, it �ows into theporous material of the glass dis, while the pressure inreases and a horizontal �lm(7) is formed from the drop. At equilibrium the disjoining pressure Π balanes theimposed pressure. The drainage of the �lm is observed by a video amera (9) mountedon a mirosope (8). The thikness of an illuminated �lm in equilibrium is determinedinterferometrially using a photomultiplier (10). 21



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PART

Figure 3.1: Basi omponents of Thin Film Pressure Balane: 1 - porous glass dis, 2- apillary tube, 3 - liquid drop, 4 - measuring ell, 5 - exess of the investigated liquid,6 - pressure ontrol devies, 7 - thin liquid �lm, 8 - mirosope, 9 - video-mirosopytool, 10 - interferometri �lm thikness determination devies, 11 - solid substrate.This form of the Thin Film Pressure Balane has been widely used for studies of free-standing surfatant [11, 12℄ and polymer �lms [13, 14℄. Clark and Toa-Herrera om-bined this tehnique with �uoresent spetrosopy to ontrol the exlusion of maro-moleular omponents during the �lm drainage [15, 16℄. Belorgey obtained struturaldata from the �lm by integration of X-ray re�etivity [17℄. The modi�ed porous-platetehnique has been also applied for stability studies of oil/water/oil [18, 19℄ or inverseemulsions [20, 21℄ by replaing one of the phases by an oil phase.Bergeron modi�ed the porous-plate tehnique for studies of asymmetri pseudoemul-sion �lms [22℄. In his experiments the less dense oil phase �oats on the top of theinvestigated bulk volume of the surfatant solution. Thin �lm of surfatant solutionis formed in the hole of the porous glass dis positioned on the oil volume surfae, i.e.between a gas and the seond liquid phase.In the present work the porous-plate tehnique has been suessfully adapted for mea-22



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTsurements of asymmetri liquid �lms. The �lm is formed in a one-side tapered hole,drilled in the glass dis. From one side a solid substrate (depited as (11) in �gure3.1) is attahed to the porous plate by adhesion fores. From a drop of the liquid onthe solid surfae a thin �lm is formed, as desribed, by inreasing the pressure in themeasuring ell.Measuring ell and �lm holder onstrutionThe omplete measuring ell was a home-made onstrution, originally brass made.Brass interior of the ell, polished by sandblasting, turned out to be very reeptiveto ontamination by the �uid phases. The rough surfae indiated oxidation traesafter few experimnets. The purity of the ell in�uened notieably the reproduibilityof measurements on surfatant �lms, whih interfaes are extremely sensitive to theambiene purity [23℄. This disadvantage was overome by onstruting a ell of thesame geometry from stainless steel, an inert material established in serviing.The ell onsists of a ylinder losed by a top over equipped with a quartz windowfor visual inspetion of the �lm and a hole designed for the apillary tube of the �lmholder. Both ports of the top over and the hamber itself are tightened with O-rings,making the ell a hermetially sealed unit, funtional for measurements at high pres-sures.The ell is mounted on a biaxial positioning devie allowing aurate alignment ofthe measuring spot, and plaed on a vibration-isolating table to minimize mehanialdisturbanes. The ell is temperature-ontrolled. A onstant temperature inside theell is monitored during the measurement by a thermoouple (Thermooax, Stapelfeld,Germany) and reorded by omputer.The 2 mm thik fritted glass dis (Robu Glas�ltergeräte, Hattert, Germany; Catalogno. 1520, porosity 4) of the �lm holder has a diameter of 20 mm and a pore diameter23



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTof 11 - 16 µm. The size of the pores enables the appliation of pressure values up to 10000 Pa. The hole is drilled deentrially in the dis by one-shaped diamond drill, suhthat the hole has an asymmetri taper and a diameter of 1 mm. The glass apillarytube with the inner radius of 15 mm is molten onto the glass dis. The entire �lmholder is mounted in the top over and plaed in the measuring ell. The apillarytube provides a onnetion with the external pressure.Preparation of the measurementFor eah investigated solution a new �lm holder is used. Before starting the measure-ment the �lm holder is rinsed thoroughly with ethanol (GC purity, Aldrih, Munih,Germany) and Millipore water. After boiling in Millipore water for at least 20 minand drying with pressurized nitrogen, the �lm holder is saturated for 2 hours in theinvestigated liquid. Silion wafers (Waker Siltroni, Burghausen, Germany) are utfor the desired dimension (approx. 10 mm × 15 mm), then leaned by 30 min lastingimmersion in a 1:1 H2O2/H2SO4 mixture (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and afterwardsrinsed with water. All glass ontainers used for the preparation are leaned by im-mersion in onentrated surfae ative agent solution overnight, rinsed properly withdeionized water and Millipore water and dried at 80◦C. Further preparation (inludingthe nitrogen blowing of the �lm holder) takes plae only in the dust-free lean room.If needed, the wafers are oated by adsorption of polyeletrolytes using the layer-by-layer tehnique introdued by Deher and oworkers [24℄. The glasses used for prepa-ration of solid substrates are rinsed with hot aetone in so alled 'aetone spring' anddried in the �ow box before use. All utilized liquids are �ltered by 200 nm poroussyringe �lter (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Finally, the �lm holder with the attahedsolid substrate is mounted in the measuring ell, similarly in the lean room. Themeasurement is arried out as mentioned in a tempered ell at room temperature. 24



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PART
Measurement proedureAfter the �lm holder is saturated and plaed in the assembled measuring ell, thesystem is left for at least half an hour to attain temperature and vapor equilibrium.All measurements were arried out at 21◦C. Gas pressure hanges in the ell are ini-tiated by a preise gas syringe pump. The manual adjustment of the pressure allowsoptionally reversible �lm formation and detetion of the minimum of the light intensity,orresponding to the possibly thikest �lm. Subsequently, an automati pressure on-trol unit beomes implemented. This home-made devie is equipped with an additionalvolume for exat gas supply or, if appliable, redution. The software supported by aHP-VEE program (Hewlett Pakard) enable a ompletely omputer ontrolled settingof pressure values and data aquisition. The entire assembly ensures preise adjust-ment and quantifying of the apillary pressure with user-de�ned frequeny. For lowpressures, where the �utuations of external pressure have an e�et on the disjoiningpressure value, a di�erential pressure transduer (RS Components, Mörfelden-Walldorf,Germany), sensitive for the low pressure range up to 1000 Pa, is used. At values abovethe limit the devie automatially swithes to the oupled pressure transduer adaptedfor values up to 10 000 Pa. The spei� sensitivity of the pressure transduer of 0.3
% a�ets the auray of the measurement. Automati pressure regulation, omparedto manually operated syringe pump, has the advantage that the pressure an be sys-tematially hanged in de�ned small steps in a ontrolled and aurate way. As exper-imentally assessed, an equilibrated thin �lm re�ets light of onstant intensity during20 min. Thus, every ertain pressure value is maintained onstant for this period oftime. The reasonable intervals for ontrol, proof and olletion of the pressure datahas been established for 20 s. Suh handling ensures that the thikness is measured onevery thinning stage in the equilibrated state. 25



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTAt least three separated experimental runs are arried out for eah system to ensurereproduibility. The data olleted by the omputer are averaged for eah applied pres-sure.Quanti�ation of the disjoining pressureManipulation of the pressure in the ell interior impliates alteration of apillary pres-sure imposed on the �lm. In an equilibrated �at �lm the apillary pressure balanesthe disjoining pressure Π, and an be diretly estimated from the di�erene betweenthe pressure in the �lm Pfilm and the pressure of the liquid's reservoir Pl :
Π = Pc = Pfilm − Pl. (3.1)Sine the �lm area has a zero urvature, at a ertain gas pressure in the ell Pg followingrelation applies:

Pfilm = Pg. (3.2)Following this, the disjoining pressure is alulated from equation:
Π = Pg − Pl. (3.3)The pressure of the bulk liquid is determined by the external (atmospheri) pressure

Pr, the apillary pressure 2σ/rtube and the hydrostati pressure ∆ρghc:
Π = Pg − Pr +

2σ

rtube
− ∆ρghc. (3.4)The apillary pressure depends on the inner radius of the apillary tube rtube and thesurfae tension σ of the investigated liquid. The hydrostati pressure of the liquid ol-26



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTumn is determined by the density di�erene between the solution and the gas phase ∆ρ,the height of the liquid olumn in the apillary tube above the �lm position hc, and thegravitational onstant g. The hydrostati term is evaluated by preise determinationof hc in the apillary tube. The pressure exerted on the �lm, whih orresponds to thedi�erene between the pressure inside the ell and the referene pressure Pg − Pr, ismeasured by the di�erential pressure transduer.The ahievable extreme values of the pressure an be adapted by the geometry of theporous dis. The minimum detetable disjoining pressure is determined by the menis-us urvature when the �lm is formed. For ompletely wetted �lm holders the menisusurvature is set by the dimensions of the hole where the �lm is formed on. Thus, min-imum apillary pressure an be tuned by the ratio between the depth of the borderof the hole and its diameter [25℄. Dereasing the ratio, one an lower the minimumapillary pressure. The maximum pressure whih an be applied, is limited by thepore radius of the glass dis. The ontinuous onnetion between the �lm and the bulkliquid is assured when the applied pressure does not exeed the entry pressure for theporous glass dis. For higher apillary pressure ranges, diss with smaller pores arerequired [25℄.Re�eted-light thin �lm interferometryThe �lm thikness is determined by re�eted-light thin �lm interferometry [6, 7℄.Thin �lm illuminated by white light behaves like an interferometer. Light waves re-�eted from the upper surfae of the �lm interfere with waves re�eted from the lower�lm surfae. Optial path di�erenes between the interfering waves generate a phasedi�erene, whih is used for alulation of the �lm thikness. The ratio method devel-oped by Sheludko sales the intensity of interfered light by the interferene minimumImin and maximum Imax. In asymmetri �lms the re�eted light intensity inreases27



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTwhen the �lm beomes thinner. This is manifested in darkening of the �lm. The phaseshift indues the minimum intensity at thiknesses of approx. 100 - 130 nm. The in-tensity values depend on phase hanges of the re�eted light and hene, hanges of therefrative indies. In a wetting �lm one needs to take into aount di�erent refrativeindies of three phases: gas, liquid and solid. The ombination of refrative indiesand appliation of the appropriate maximum and minimum intensity of the re�etedlight results in the formula for the �lm thikness [26℄:
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. (3.8)The values of refrative indies for the measured system are: n0 = 1.33 for water,
n1 = 1.45 for silion dioxide on the wafer's surfae, and n2 = 1.00 for air. Basing onthe formulas developed by Sheludko [6, 7℄ is the term: δ = 0, due to the relation:
n1 > n0 > n2.Optial deviesIn order to ensure unvarying light onditions, the measurements are arried out in28



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTan almost dark room. A re�eted-light optial mirosope (Nikon, Düsseldorf, Ger-many) equipped with a heat-�ltered light soure (FX 600LL, 150 W, LUT, Denzlingen,Germany) permits �lm thikness measurements aording to the priniples desribedabove.The �lm is illuminated by old-�ltered light from the top through the quartz window.The beam re�eted from both �lm surfaes is split in the mirosope and transmittedto both, a CCD amera (Pulnix TMC-6, Alzenau, Germany) and a �exible �ber optis(Sienti� Instrument, Gilhing, Germany). The image is transmitted to an eyepiee(450 µm2, Sienti� Instrument, Gilhing, Germany). The light is �ltered by an inter-ferene �lter (L.O.T - Oriel, Darmstadt, Germany) for a spei� wavelength of 550 nmand olleted with a sensitive photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu Photonis, Herrshing,Germany). The photourrent signal from the photomultiplier is then proessed by aphotometer and reorded by omputer. Afterwards, the signal is transformed into the�lm thikness aording to the formula 3.5. While the gas pressure is altered, the thin-ning �lm is monitored by the amera (CCD TMC-6, Pulnix, Alzenau, Germany). Thevideo-mirosopy software (Pinnale Studio Systems Deluxe) diretly provides digitalreords, whih allow indenti�ation of ruial steps during the �lm life time. Videomonitoring is also useful for determination of maximum and minimum intensity of there�eted light preisely at �lm formation and its rupture and for understanding of the�lm dynamis.Compliations during the measurementIt is worth to mention that at the implementation of the porous-plate tehnique formeasurements of asymmetri aqueous wetting �lms some distint preparative draw-baks arise.Seletion of substrates permitted for studies of wetting �lms in the apparatus is limited29



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTto opaque, homogenous solids. Transparent materials of low refrative index, like glasssubstrates, re�et only weakly the light, as demonstrated in �gure 3.2. The resultingredued intensity range and low visual ontrast make the quantitative analysis ompli-ate.

(a) (b)Figure 3.2: Images of aqueous wetting �lms thinning on transparent glass substrate (a)and opaque silion (b).The leaning proedure is very time onsuming and requires strit de�ned onditions.Small nanometer range piees of the porous glass material, brittle edges of ut silionwafers as well as dust partiles from the surroundings, in�uene the �lm struture.They settle down on the substrate and reate unneessary liquid menisi and dimples.This in turn exludes a proper �lm thikness determination, possible only for visiblyplane-parallel �lms. This obstale an be satisfatorily overome by maintaining thepreparation rules desribed in the preeding setion.Figure 3.3 presents a �lm prepared under native laboratory onditions, "`harged"' withundesirable partiles 3.3(a) and a "`smooth"' one 3.3(b), after �ltering of the liquidunder lean onditions. For very stable �lms, whih do not rupture under maximumpressure imposed by the apparatus, it is impossible to de�ne Imin orresponding to thezero re�etion at �lm absene. This obstale was avoided by measuring the intensityof light re�eted from a dry equally prepared substrate. However, the implementation30



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTof the seond substrate involves an inauray of the measurement.

(a) (b)Figure 3.3: Aqueous wetting �lms on silion wafers prepared under "`native"' (a) and"`lean"' (b) laboratory onditions.3.1.2 Surfae Fore ApparatusThe Surfae Fore Apparatus was introdued in the 70's [27, 28℄ with the objetiveof testing the fundamental fores ating between two opposing surfaes. The mea-suring method is based on interferometri determination of the distane between twoapproahing solid surfaes, whih attrat or repel eah other. Sine most surfaes aretoo rough, usually short-range interations are not detetable. The moleularly smoothmia surfae allows determination of the short-range interations. This tehnique en-ables measurement on short separations, therefore it was used for studying van derWaals and strutural fores in �lms between surfaes with deposited or adsorbed sur-fatant [29, 30℄ or polymers [31, 32℄. The sheets of mia (1) are silvered (2) on thebak fae and glued onto transparent ylindrial silia diss (3) and immersed in theinvestigated liquid (5). One of the ylinders is installed on a piezoeletri rystal tube(4), whih regulates the separation from the seond ylinder mounted to a spring (6)and positioned in the rossed ylinder geometry. The white light (7) direted normalto the surfae rosses the lower surfae and undergoes multiple re�etions between thesilver layers. The light wave passes through the upper surfae, beomes enhaned by31



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTmultiple beam interferene fringes (FECO - fringes of equal hromati order), and �-nally is deteted by a spetrometer. The respetive separation is determined from theshift in the wavelength when the surfaes are in ontat or apart. The deformation ofthe spring with a known spring onstant, resulting from the interation between thesurfaes, serves for the alulation of ating fores. The measured fore (F ) is dividedby radius (R) of the urved surfae and plotted versus the separation [32, 33℄.

Figure 3.4: Surfae Fore Apparatus assemblies: 1 - mia sheets, 2 - silver layers, 3- silia ylinder, 4 - investigated solution, 5 - piezoeletri rystal tube, 6 - antileverspring.3.1.3 Surfae haraterization methodsSurfae tension measurementSurfae moleules, only partially surrounded by other moleules, are in unfavorableenergeti state, generating a signi�ant ontribution to the total energy of a olloidalsystem. Creation of a new surfae with area δA requires work δw proportional to thenumber of moleules brought to the surfae from the bulk, aording to the equation:32
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δw = γδA (3.9)The proportionality onstant γ has the dimension of energy per unit area (J/m2)or fore per unit length (N/m). De�ned in this way, the proportionality parameterdepends on the omposition of the liquid and the adjaent vapor, the temperature andthe pressure, but γ an not be in�uened by the area [33, 34℄.A devie used for measurement of surfae tension was the Du-Noüy [35℄ Digital RingTensiometer K 10 ST (Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Eah measurement was preededby ontrol of Millipore water surfae tension at the same temperature of 21◦C. Thesurfae tension is obtained from the fore balane between a thin Ir-Pt wire ring withthe radius R and the liquid menisus, just before the ring is detahed from the liquidsurfae [36℄:
γ =

F

4πR
(3.10)Zeta-potentialThe organization of the eletrial double layer at a harged interfae is desribed bythe ombined Debye-Hükel [37℄ and Gouy-Chapman [38, 39℄ theories. The model putsforward the existene of the Stern layer with the linear eletrial potential deay dueto the ions adsorbed at the harged surfae. With inreasing distane the potentialin the adjaent di�use double layer onverges exponentially against zero. During themass transfer only the shearing surfae between the ions �xed to the harged surfaeand the moving solvent is enabled in the eletrokineti e�ets. If the eletrophoretimobility ν of the sample is known, the eletrostati potential of the shearing surfae,alled zeta potential (ζ), an be alulated by Smoluhowski equation:

33



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PART
ν =

εε0ζf(ka)

3η
(3.11)where ε is the dieletri onstant, η the visosity of the solvent, and f(ka) the Henry'sfuntion. The zeta potential of a sample of olloidal partiles was quanti�ed using Zeta-sizer (3000HS, Malvern, Herrenberg, Germany). An eletrial �eld of known strength isapplied aross the sample, through whih a laser is passed. The eletrophoreti mobil-ity of the olloid determines the veloity of the moving harged partiles. The motionindues a frequeny shift in the inident laser beam. The zeta potential of a olloidalsystem is a relative measure of its stability, governed by the eletrostati repulsion be-tween the dispersed partiles. In this thesis zeta potential measurements were arriedout in order to test the e�etive adsorption of alternate harged polyeletrolytes layersonto the surfae of silia partile. Alternating positive and negative zeta potential val-ues on�rm the suessful adsorption of the layers under the same onentration andioni strength onto a planar silion surfae.Contat angle measurementThe wetting state is determined by the ontat angle Θ, i.e. the angle of the gas-liquidinterfaes with the substrate, measured through the �uid phase, as presented in �gure3.5.

Figure 3.5: Contat angle between a solid substrate and a liquid drop in equilibriumwith its vapor. 34



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTA ontat angle of 0◦ means omplete wetting, when a thin liquid �lm is formed on thesubstrate. Contat angles of 0◦ < Θ < 180◦ indiate partial wetting of the solid surfaeand beyond this limit there is no solid/liquid interfae at all. However, this state doesnot exist in real systems, due to van der Waals attration.Due to the tension balane between the solid and the gas phase γSG, the solid and theliquid γSL and between liquid and the gas γLG , respetively, the ontat angle an beexpressed in Young's law [40℄:
γSG = γSL + γLG · cosΘ. (3.12)A ommon method of ontat angle measurements is the visual monitoring of a sessiledrop. The image of the drop is reorded by a amera and the ontat angle is alulatedby the software from the obtained pro�le.The ontat angle of water droplets on di�erently oated substrates was measured byan OCA 20 devie from Dataphysis (Filderstadt, Germany) using the sessile dropmethod. Two di�erent environments an be hosen: 1) Ambient onditions, involvingdroplet evaporation and 2) saturated vapor atmosphere. For the latter one the silionwafer is mounted in a home-made hamber of quartz glass sealed o� by a Te�on topover. The hamber ontains water to ensure an unvarying saturated atmosphere andto avoid the evaporation of the droplet. The substrates are inubated in the hamberfor 15 min before starting the measurement. The Millipore water droplet is plaed onthe substrate by a syringe needle through one of the tight holes drilled in the top over.3.1.4 Materials and preparation proeduresSurfatantsAll surfatant solutions used were prepared with 0.1 mM NaCl and Millipore water(resistivity of 18 M Ω m−1). Three types of surfatant of di�erent harges were used.35



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTThe surfatant onentration was always well below ritial miellar onentration(m). In both, free-standing and wetting �lms the non-ioni surfatant n-dodeyl-β-D-maltoside (β − C12G2) shown in �gure 3.6 was used as stabilizing agent .
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Br -Figure 3.7: Chemial struture of dodeyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB)The anioni surfatant sodium dodeyl sulphate (SDS) from Aldrih (Munih, Ger-many) (�gure 3.8) was prepared at a onentration of 0.3 mM solution (m: 8 mM).
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTWater insoluble amphiphilesAs water insoluble amphiphiles positively harged double hain lipid, diotadeyldimethy-lammonium bromide (DODAB) (Fluka, Munih, Germany) (�gure 3.9) and negativelyharged steari aid (Fluka, Munih, Germany) (�gure 3.10) were used.
+N

H3C

H3C

Br -Figure 3.9: Chemial struture of diotadeyldimethylammonium bromide (DODAB).
O

OH Figure 3.10: Chemial struture of steari aid.For eah monolayer of the amphiphile spread on the liquid surfae a pressure-areaisotherm, shematially presented in �gure 3.11, an be established. Depending on thesurfae area A0 oupied by a single moleule, amphiphile's monolayer displays �rsta gaseous behavior as its moleules are afar and do not interat. ΠV orresponds tothe maximal pressure of a gaslike �lm. As the pressure inreases, transitions into aliquid-like and a solid-like phase state take plae. In the transition areas, depited byplateau regions of the isotherm, two oexisting �lm phases an be deteted. As theaessible area beomes redued, the moleules annot move any more and arrangestraightening up the alkyl hains, �nally direting them normal to the surfae in theondensed onformation. For pressure values higher than ΠC the monolayer ollapses[41, 42℄.PolyeletrolytesIn order to adjust de�ned harge of the solid surfae, the silion was oated withpolyeletrolyte layers. The monomer onentration of polyeletrolyte solutions was37



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PART

Figure 3.11: Two dimensional pressure vs. area isotherm. The phase transition statesorrespond to the plateau parts of the urve.kept onstant at 10 mM.Polyeletrolyte liquid �lms investigated by SFA tehnique were prepared without saltand at inreasing monomer onentrations.PolyanionsPoly(styrenesulfonate) sodium salt (PSS, MW = 70000 g/mol), (Aldrih, Munih, Ger-many), (�gure 3.12) was used as anioni polyeletrolyte. For SFA measurements PSSsample was dialyzed to remove ioni ontaminant Na2SO4. For other studies all poly-eletrolytes were used without further puri�ation.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PART

SO3
-

Na +

n

Figure 3.12: Chemial struture of poly(styrenesulfonate) sodium salt (PSS)PolyationsCationi polyeletrolytes used in the study were poly(ethylenimine) (PEI, 50 wt.%solution in water) (�gure 3.13) and poly(allylamine hydrohloride) (PAH, MW = 65000g/mol) (�gure 3.14) purhased from Aldrih (Munih, Germany). Poly(diallyldimethylammonium hloride) (PDADMAC, MW = 100000 g/mol) (�gure 3.15) was reeivedfrom Werner Jäger (Fraunhofer Institut, Potsdam, Germany). The PEI solution wasprepared without additional salt. The NaCl onentration in other polyeletrolytesolutions was 0.25 M.
N

H nFigure 3.13: Chemial struture of poly(ethylenimine) (PEI)
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PART
NH3 +

Cl -
nFigure 3.14: Chemial struture of poly(allylamine hydrohloride) (PAH)

N

CH3H3C
Cl -

nFigure 3.15: Chemial struture of poly(diallyldimethylammonium hloride) (PDAD-MAC)EletrolytesSodium hloride (NaCl) was purhased from Merk (Darmstadt, Germany) and roastedbefore usage at 500◦C for removing any organi ontamination.Solid substrates, leaning proedureAs solid substrates 1mm thik silion wafers (Waker Siltroni AG, Burghausen, Ger-many) were used.The solid substrates were leaned by immersion in a 1:1 mixture of 30% H2O2 andonentrated H2SO4 for 30 min. Afterwards they were repeatedly rinsed in deionizedwater and Millipore water and dried with a pressurized nitrogen or air, the latterdeontaminated by an ativated-haroal �lter. 40



CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTModi�ation of the solid surfaeThe solid surfaes have been spei�ally modi�ed by deposition of polyeletrolyte oat-ings aording to Layer-by-layer deposition tehnique.The thin polyeletrolyte �lms on the silion surfae were prepared aording to thelayer-by-layer self assembly method [24℄. This tehnique allows the formation of mul-tilayer �lms on solid supports by sequential adsorption from the polyeletrolyte solu-tions. Depending on the employed polyeletrolyte pairs, one an spei�ally modifythe marosopi features and funtionalize the onsidered oated solid surfae.Conseutive adsorption of polyanions and polyations from aqueous solution oursmanually by immersion in the polyeletrolyte solutions. On the negatively hargedsilion surfae �rst a polyation layer is adsorbed, whih provides the support for nextpolyanion layer. The exess of non-adsorbed material is removed by rinsing with wa-ter in between every adsorption step. Varying the number of deposited layers or theioni strength of polyeletrolyte solution, the simple proedure allows tuning of the�lm thikness with Angström preision.
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Chapter 4Free-standing and wetting surfatant �lms
AbstratThe properties of free-standing and wetting �lms stabilized by the non-ioni surfatant
β-dodeyl-n-maltoside are studied. The results indiate a predominane of the doublelayer eletrostati interations in both types of �lms. Adsorption of ioni surfatants,dodeyltrimethylammonium bromide and sodium dodeyl sulfate at the air/water in-terfae and the resulting surfatant �lm stability on spei�ally modi�ed substratessupports the assumption. Modifying the solid surfae by adsorption of polyeletrolytelayers it is possible to tune the stability of wetting �lms.
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CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMS4.1 IntrodutionEvery individual thin liquid �lm an be onsidered as a building blok of a olloidalsystem. Thus, its internal properties, struture and stability deide about the behaviorof the marosopi system, as it is in the ase of e.g. liquid �lms between dispersedbubbles in foams, droplets in emulsions, or liquid �lms on �at and urved solid surfaes.Aordingly, in thin �lms the moleular arrangement at the �lm surfaes beomes ru-ial [1℄.Generally, the eletrial double layer repulsion of the opposite surfaes regulates the sta-bility of aqueous free-standing �lms in ontrast to non-aqueous systems, where ratherthe dispersion fores are deisive [2℄. Stabilizing eletrostati interations are mainlyaused by layers of amphiphili substanes, whih adsorb at the air/water interfae.A pure water free-standing �lm is unstable due to the missing surfae ative agents,whih inrease the elastiity of surfaes and stabilize the �lm. The surfae harge ofthe air/liquid interfae an be easily modi�ed by adsorption of ioni surfatants [3, 4℄or amphiphili diblok opolymers [4, 5℄. The surfae potential is proportional to theamount of adsorbed harged speies until the surfae area beomes saturated by thesurfatant moleules [6℄. Foam �lms an also be stabilized by non-ioni surfatants.Even though the surfatant are neutral, long-range eletrostati repulsion between sur-faes of free-standing �lms ontaining alkyl polyglyol ethers (abbreviated by CnEm

∗) [7, 8℄ and alkyl gluosides (abbreviated by CnGm
†) [9, 10℄ has been observed. Asthe amount of non-ioni surfatants on the surfae inreases, the eletrostati repulsionbetween the interfaes and the �lm stability deline. The surfae potential and surfaeharge density of symmetri �lms ontaining non-ioni surfatant below ritial miel-lar onentration (m) derease as the surfae overage by the surfatant inreases

∗n is the number of arbon atoms in the surfatant tail and m is the number of ethylene oxide (E)units in the head group, respetively
†n is the number of arbon atoms in the surfatant tail and m is the number of glyoside (G) unitsin the head group, respetively 46



CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMS[11, 12℄. The results provoke the disussion about the origin of the harges at theair/liquid interfae in �lms stabilized by non-ioni surfatants. In terms of theoretialonsideration and numerous investigations, the reason for the harges e�ets still re-mains argumentative [13℄.Using the TFPB tehnique for investigation of symmetri foam �lms it is possible todetermine the value of the surfae potential of the air/liquid interfae but not its sign,beause in a stable �lm two equally harged surfaes always repel eah other. Thequestion arises, how the sign an be measured. One idea is to modify the properties ofone of the �lm surfaes independently from the opposing surfae.In this hapter the fores ating within foam and wetting �lms and the e�et of surfaeharater on the stability is presented. The air/liquid interfae in both types of �lmsis modi�ed by adsorption of a surfatant. Introduing a seond surfae of de�ned,spei�ally modi�ed properties, a more omplete view on the stability of free-standingand wetting �lms, with respet to the air/water interfae harge, is intended.
4.2 Results and disussion4.2.1 Comparison between free-standing and wetting surfa-tant �lms on silionStudies on free-standing �lms stabilized by non-ioni surfatants show that the amountof harge at the interfae dereases as the surfatant onentration inreases [8, 12℄.This alteration of the harge value beomes atually detetable above the m valueand at almost omplete overage of the air/water surfae by the surfatant moleules[4, 14℄. This behavior suggests an adsorption model of surfatant moleules ompetingagainst hydroxide ions at the air/liquid interfae. The latter ones are assumed to bethe agent, whih auses the negative surfae potential [8℄. 47



CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMSA lean silion surfae is negatively harged and haraterized by a relatively highsurfae potential between -70 mV and -80 mV [15℄. Generally, the aqueous �lms onsilion are stable in a wide range of eletrolyte onentrations [16, 17℄. In �gure 4.1the disjoining pressure isotherms of free-standing and wetting �lms on silion, bothstabilized by n-dodeyl-β-D-maltoside (β −C12G2), are ompared. The urves are theaverages of three separate experiments.

Figure 4.1: Disjoining pressure isotherms of aqueous 0.05 mM n-dodeyl-β-D-maltoside(β − C12G2) solution in 0.1M NaCl as free-standing �lm (irles) and wetting �lm onsilion surfae (squares). The arrow indiates the rupture of the free-standing �lm.The wetting �lm persist stable at the maximum pressure ahievable by the apparatus.The foam surfatant �lm turns out to be less stable than referred [12℄. It appearsas Common Blak Film, stabilized by the eletrostati repulsion between identialair/liquid interfaes. In symmetri systems, the Hamaker onstant has a positive value[18, 19℄, i.e. the negative van der Waals fores have always an attrative ontribution48



CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMSto the disjoining pressure. In aqueous wetting �lms on silion the van der Waals foresare attrative. Thus, the negative part of the isotherm results only from the eletro-stati repulsion of equally harged interfaes. In both types of �lm, the logarithmi plotshows a linear deay, whih reon�rms that the repulsive fores in the non-ioni sur-fatant stabilized foams are due to eletrostati double layer from overlapping hargedinterfaes [7, 10℄ and extends the assumption for wetting �lms. The eletrolyte usedat a onentration 0.01 mM does not a�et the repulsive fores, as it was measuredin [12℄. The Debye length alulated theoretially for the system (κ−1 = 30.4 nm)di�ers for the values obtained from the slope of the urves, as indiated in the �gure4.1. However, it should be noted that the outermost measuring points of the wetting�lm isotherm are not rekoned in the alulations, as they do not orrespond to thelinear gradient. The seond slope of the urve at lower �lm thiknesses indiates anadditional e�et in wetting �lms. For very thin �lms it ould be the spatial undulationsouring at the free liquid surfae, whih lead to deviations between the measured andthe e�etive �lm thikness [1℄. However, for the air/liquid interfae approahing thesolid substrate the possible disrepany is too low to indue suh deviations in the �lmthikness re�eted in the isotherm presented in �gure 4.1. Thus, the e�et requiresmore detailed lari�ation.The surfae potential of the air/liquid interfae in a foam �lm at given onentration ofn-dodeyl-β-D-maltoside (β−C12G2) obtained on the basis on the experimental data is69 mV. The value of the potential on the solid/liquid interfae derived from the poten-tial of the opposing interfae on the basis of the formula for eletrostati omponent ofdisjoining pressure (Chapter 2, equation 2.9) is 99 mV. This potential value is slightlyhigher than the potential of a bare silion surfae measured agains aqueous solutionby other authors [15℄. The result ould be indued by the adsorption of surfatantmoleules on the silion surfae. High surfae potential at the solid/liquid interfaeauses that the wetting �lm is more stable and thiker than the free-standing �lm of49



CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMSthe same omposition. The reason for the inreased thikness of a wetting �lm ouldalso be the distribution of the surfatant moleules in an asymmetri onformation ofthe interfaes and the resulting distribution of the harges at both interfaes.4.2.2 Wetting surfatant �lms on modi�ed silion surfaesNon-ioni surfatant wetting �lms on modi�ed silion surfaeAs in the presented experiments the solid surfae is ertainly negatively harged, itan be assumed that the stability of non-ioni β −C12G2 �lm results from the eletro-stati repulsion between the interfaes. This results support the presumption aboutthe negative harge on the air/water interfae [8, 12℄, whih in the desribed examplesgoverns the �lm stability on the basis of the eletrostati repulsion between the �lminterfaes.A preise adjustment of the harge at the silion surfae failitates the layer-by-layertehnique [20℄. Alternate adsorption of harged polyeletrolyte layers with spei� se-letion of the outermost layer enables the tuning of the harge sign of the solid substrate.A positive surfae harge was ahieved by adsorption of poly(ethylenimine) (PEI). PEIwas always omposing the �rst adsorbed layer on a leaned silion surfae, sine it hasbeen estimated to intervene for a suessful adhesion onto the solid sufrae. In orderto ompare the wetting behavior on other polyations, poly(allylamin hydrohloride)(PAH) were adsorbed on the sequent polyanion layers. The poly(styrene sulfonate)(PSS) layer provides as de�ned negative harge of the solid surfae. The �lm ruptureon both positively harged surfaes as it is representatively shown for PEI oated sil-ion in �gure 4.2(a). Surfatant �lm on negatively harged PSS drainages regularlywith the imposed pressure (�gure 4.2(b)).
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CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMS

(a) (b)Figure 4.2: Rupture of wetting β −C12G2 �lm on silion pre-oated with PEI layer (a)and a stable surfatant liquid �lm on silion with PSS layer on the oating top (b).The disjoining pressure isotherm of a stable surfatant wetting �lm on silion with PSSon the top of the oating is shown in �gure 4.3 and ompared with the isotherm forsurfatant wetting �lm on pure silion.The isotherm for surfatant wetting �lm on PSS oated surfae shows an inreasedslope ompared to the one determined on pure silion. The Debye length obtainedfrom the experimental data di�ers from the theoretial value (κ−1 = 30.4 nm). Thisfat ould be provoked by the inrease of the ioni strength originating from the PSSounterions e�etively ontributing to the Debye length. As in the ase of the wetting�lm on pure silion, the slope of the urve inreases at low thiknesses also for the �lmon modi�ed substrate.
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CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMS

Figure 4.3: Disjoining pressure isotherms of aqueous 0.05 mM n-dodeyl-β-D-maltoside(β − C12G2) (0.1 mM NaCl) wetting �lms on pure silion (squares) and silion withPSS layer on the top of the oating (triangles).Ioni surfatant wetting �lms on polyeletrolyte pre-oated silion surfaeFollowing the presumption that the stability wetting �lms depends on the harges ofthe �lm interfaes, the harge of the air/liquid interfae was as well modi�ed by addingof an ioni surfatant. The wetting behavior of �lms stabilized by 0.1 mM positivelyharged dodeyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB) in 0.1 mM NaCl solution, onpre-oated silion, is shown in �gure 4.4. The wetting �lm ontaining C12TAB againsta negatively harged silion surfae, due to PSS layer, ruptures immediately as thepressure beomes applied (�gure 4.4(a)). A liquid �lm of the same omposition onpositively harged PEI surfae remains initially stable (�gure 4.4(b)). Further pressure52



CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMSinrease gives rise to the formation of instability sites, appearing as small dewettedislands, whih grow as the pressure expands.

(a) (b)Figure 4.4: Unstable wetting �lm of 0.1 mM ationi dodeyltrimethylammonium bro-mide (C12TAB) (0.1 mM NaCl) on silion pre-oted with negatively harged PSS (a)and stable �lm on positively harged PEI (b).The interfaes attrat eah other as they are oppositely harged (�gure 4.4(a)) orthe �lm appears stable due to the eletrostati repulsion of equally harged interfaes(�gure 4.4(b)). Studies on alkyl trimethylammonium bromides foam �lms report aharge reversal from negative to positive at the air/solution interfae [14℄ as well as atthe quartz/solution interfae [21℄ as the onentration of the surfatant inreases. Thewetting behavior of �lms stabilized by C12TAB in the experiment learly shows that atthe used onentration the air/water interfae is positively harged due to the preseneof adsorbed ationi surfatant moleules. However, the existene of instability sitesof C12TAB �lm on PEI oated silion ould be attributed to the low stability of free-standing �lms formed from the same surfatant solution [22, 23℄. Another reason forthe redued stability of the aqueous wetting �lms stabilized by C12TAB ould be thepresene of the adsorbed surfatant moleules on the solid surfae leading to additionalhydrophobization of the substrate.The tendeny for stabilizing the wetting �lms by tuning of the interfaial harges hasbeen on�rmed in the experiment with an anioni surfatant, sodium dodeyl sulfate53



CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMS(SDS) (0.3 mM SDS in 0.1 mM NaCl). In this ase the air/water interfae is negativelyharged due to the absorption of the surfatant. The wetting �lms show the oppositebehavior ompared to the stabilized by C12TAB ones. As it is shown in �gure 4.5, theSDS wetting �lm remains stable on PSS oating due to eletrostati repulsion of bothnegatively harged �lm interfaes (�gure 4.5(a)) and a dewetted surfae is observed asone attempts to form the surfatant �lm on equally harged PEI oated silion (�gure4.5(b)).

(a) (b)Figure 4.5: Stable wetting �lm of 0.3 mM anioni sodium dodeyl sulfate (SDS) (0.1mM NaCl) on silion pre-oated with negatively harged PSS (a) and dewetted surfaeof positively harged PEI after the SDS wetting �lm has ruptured (b).As in the ase of ioni surfatants only the harges on the air/water interfae are on-sidered. The �lm stability an be, however, strongly in�uened by the presene of thesurfatant moleules at both interfaes. In partiular, the hydrophobization of silionan take plae. Thus, more evident hints for the eletrostati governed stability ofaqueous wetting �lms are required. The possiblity to fous only on the harges e�etsof the opposite intrefaes is to adjust the harge of the air/water interfae by waterinsoluble moleules, whih do not in�uene the properties of the solid substrate.
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CHAPTER 4. FREE-STANDING AND WETTING SURFACTANT FILMS4.3 ConlusionThe omparison of free-standing and wetting �lms stabilized by n-dodeyl-β-D-maltoside(β−C12G2) below m demonstrates the eletrostatially driven stability of asymmetri�lms in this onentration regime and put forward the assumption about the preseneof negative harges at the air/water interfaes. The ability of modifying both of theinterfaes in an asymmetri �lm by surfatant adsorption in the ase of air/water in-terfae, and by means of alternate polyeletrolyte adsorption on solid surfae opensnew possibilities for the spei� ontrol of wetting �lms' stability.However, the adsorption of surfatant moleules at the solid/liquid interfae an hy-drophobize the substrate and a�et the interations. Thus, an experiment with hargedwater insoluble moleules is postulated in order to larify the observed e�ets.
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Chapter 5Stability of aqueous wetting �lms overed by waterinsoluble harged amphiphiles
AbstratThis hapter presents a qualitative study on water wetting �lms. The aim of the studywas to modify spei�ally both interfaes of the wetting �lm. The surfae harge ofthe solid substrate is adjusted by adsorption of polyeletrolytes. The harge at thefree water surfae is modi�ed by spreading of a monolayer of harged water insolubleamphiphiles. Resulting stable liquid �lms between equally harged interfaes, anddewetting on substrates oppositely harged in respet to the amphiphile monolayer,suggest the eletrostatially driven stability of the aqueous wetting �lms.
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CHAPTER 5. STABILITY OF AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS COVERED BYWATER INSOLUBLE CHARGED AMPHIPHILES5.1 IntrodutionThe study on various surfatant wetting �lms indiates that their stability is mainlygoverned by the eletrostati interations between the air/liquid and liquid/solid inter-fae (Chapter 4). However, the presene of surfatant moleules at both interfaes andwithin the �lm an involve additional hydrophobi e�ets and in�uene the �lm stabil-ity. At the air/liquid interfae the moleules an replae the sites ordinary oupied byintrinsi surfae harges. Depending on the harge and the struture of the surfatant,it is di�ult in pratie to lassify all the e�ets ontributing to the rupture of a �lmor stabilizing it. Aqueous wetting �lms an however appear stable without addition ofany surfae aitve agent [1, 2℄. Thus, further study fouses on the interations betweentwo harged �lm interfaes on�ning a pure water �lm, where the additional adsorptione�ets are absent. The aim of the investigations presented in this hapter was to provethe eletrostatially driven stability of aqueous wetting �lms. The harge of the solidsurfae an be preisely adjusted by deposition of harged mono- or multilayers, e.g.by means of layer-by-layer tehnique [3℄. Spei� tuning of the harge density at theair/water interfae is possible by appliation of a monolayer of insoluble amphiphiles[4, 5℄.The amphiphile substane, dissolved in a volatile organi solvent, an be spread ontothe air/water interfae. As the solvent evaporates, a layer of water insoluble amphi-hiles forms on the surfae. The adsorbed moleules lower the surfae tension of theonerning interfae. From the di�erene between the primary surfae tension γ0 andthe redued one γ, surfae pressure ΠS needed to prevent the �lm from spreading anbe estimated:
ΠS = γ0

− γ. (5.1)In pratie the surfae pressure is diretly measured using the Langmuir balane as a59



CHAPTER 5. STABILITY OF AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS COVERED BYWATER INSOLUBLE CHARGED AMPHIPHILESfuntion of vapor-liquid interfaial area. Moving a barrier above the surfae on whihthe amphiphiles have been spread, the pressure beomes employed and the overall sur-fae area an be moderated. The surfae tension orresponds to the fore measuredaording to the Wilhelmy method [6℄. For eah monolayer a pressure-area isotherman be established.
5.2 PreparationThe hapter onsiders the interations of of saturated amphiphile monolayers spreadon the water wetting �lm with polyeletrolyte layer adsorbed at the solid substrate.The pressure vs. area isotherms for both amphiphiles, presented in �gure 5.1, hasbeen measured with the Langmuir balane (Riegler & Kirstein, Potsdam, Germany) inthe group of G. Brezesinski (Max Plank Institute of Colloid and Interfaes, Potsdam,Germany) at onstant temperature of 20◦C.Aording to the isotherm data and X-ray di�ration measurements, above the pressureof 15 mN/m DODAB forms a two-dimensional rystalline phase on the liquid surfaewith the alkyl hains tilted on approx. 40◦ in respet to the surfae [7, 8℄ and formsstable monolayer up to 40 mN/m. From the isotherm the pressure of 25 mN/m, reatingthe dense paked DODAB monolayer, and 40 mN/m for the steari aid in ondensedstate are hosen. The orresponding area per moleule of eah amphilphile, is used forthe alulation of the volume needed to over the liquid surfae of a wetting �lm inthe hole of the porous plate. At these values eah DODAB moleule oupies 0.552nm2 and a single moleule of steari aid 0.225 nm2 respetively. As the area of thehole in the porous dis is approx. 7·10−11 nm2, 1 µl of 24 mM DODAB and 44 mMsteari aid solutions in hloroform (Merk, Darmstadt, Germany) are spread using amiroliter syringe on the liquid drop resting on the solid substrate. 60



CHAPTER 5. STABILITY OF AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS COVERED BYWATER INSOLUBLE CHARGED AMPHIPHILES

(a)

(b)Figure 5.1: Pressure vs. area isotherms for diotadeyldimethylammonium bromide(DODAB) (a) and steari aid (b). Data from Christian Symietz (Max Plank Instituteof Colloid and Interfaes, Potsdam, Germany).The silion substrate is pre-oated either with a monolayer of poly(ethylenimin) (PEI)or poly(allylamine hydrohloride) (PAH) providing a positively harged surfae, or adouble polyeletrolyte layer terminated with negatively harged poly(styrenesulfonate)sodium salt (PSS). For both types of harged solid surfaes, positively or negativelyharged, both amphiphile monolayers are spread onto the free water surfae, respe-61



CHAPTER 5. STABILITY OF AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS COVERED BYWATER INSOLUBLE CHARGED AMPHIPHILEStively. The wetting �lms are formed and investigated by the porous plate tehnique inThin Film Pressure Balane.5.3 Results and disussionThe suessful formation of dense paked amphiphiles monolayers on the water sur-fae is not possible for the alulated amount of the water insoluble substane. It isneessary to use one order of magnitude higher amount of the amphiphile solution inorder to observe the spei� e�et expeted on the basis of eletrostati interations.Otherwise a partial dewetting in form of extending islands, in the ase of oppositelyharged interfaes is observed. Figure 5.1(a) shows the behavior of pure water �lmswith a DODAB monolayer spread on it. The wetting �lm appears stable as its sur-faes are equally harged, as in the ase of PEI terminated silion oating, due to theeletrostati repulsion between them (�gure 5.2(a)). Oppositely harged DODAB andPSS surfae attrat eah other leading to a fast rupture of the �lm (�gure 5.2(b)).

(a) (b)Figure 5.2: Pure water wetting �lms with a spread monolayer of positively hargedDODAB monolayer on the air/water interfae: a - stable �lm formed on positivelyharged surfae pre-oated with PEI layer, b - dewetted surfae of silion with negativelyharged PSS on the oating's top.The behavior of pure water �lms overed by negatively harged steari aid monolayer,on equally prepared silion surfaes is just the opposite, as it is shown in �gure 5.3. The62



CHAPTER 5. STABILITY OF AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS COVERED BYWATER INSOLUBLE CHARGED AMPHIPHILES�lm rupture as the steari aid monolayer beomes attrated by the oppositely hargedPEI oatings on silion (�gure 5.3(a)). The water �lm an in turn remain stable asthe interfaes are modi�ed by moleules of the same harge sign (�gure 5.3(b)). Theresults learly demonstrate the orrelation between the wetting �lms stability and theeletrostati interations between harged �lm interfaes.The quantitative measurements on stable water �lms overed with amphiphile mono-layer do not sueeded due to the missing reproduibility of the determined �lm thik-ness values. This an be attributed to several fators. There is no mehanial barrierfor the spread amount of amphiphile against extending outside the small area of theliquid �lm, toward the porous material of the �lm holder.

(a) (b)Figure 5.3: Wetting behavior of asymmetri pure water �lms overed with a monolayerof steari aid on the water surfae: a - dewetted surfae of silion oated with PEI; b- metastable wetting �lm on silion oatings with PSS layers on the top.As the area provided for the amphiphile monolayer is very small and features geomet-rial irregularities, the alulated and supplied amount of amphiphile spread on it anby too high, leading to some ollapsed strutures of the overing layer and inhomo-geneous thikness of the whole wetting �lm. Too low onentrations result in turn insome instability sites due to disturbanes in the harge density, as it was observed fororiginally alulated amount of the amphiphile. 63



CHAPTER 5. STABILITY OF AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS COVERED BYWATER INSOLUBLE CHARGED AMPHIPHILES5.4 ConlusionThe qualitative observation of the pure water wetting �lms with spei�ally hargedinterfaes let onlude that the stability is dominated by long-range eletrostati in-terations. It is possible to foreseen and to ontrol the behavior only adjusting thesurfae harge of eah interfae using harged speies, adsorbed or assoiated with thesurfaes. On the basis of the experiment the question arises, if it ould be possible toonlude about the harge sign and origin at a free liquid surfae.
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Chapter 6Aqueous wetting �lms - eletrial haraterization ofair/water interfaes∗
AbstratThe following hapter fouses on the harge of the air/water interfae. The stability ofthin water �lms on native and oated with ationi and anioni polyeletrolytes silionsubstrates is investigated. Depending on the surfae harge of the substrate, water�lms are either stable (on negatively harged wafers) or rupture rapidly (on positivelyharged wafers). The wetting behavior of pure water �lms provides onlusive evideneof a negative harge sign of the air/water interfae. The interations within the �lmare dominated by eletrostati fores, as on�rmed by hanging the ioni strength.The disjoining pressure isotherms of water �lms on silion wafers with a native oxidelayer indiate a derease of the �lm thikness, and thus dereasing repulsive interationbetween the two �lm interfaes with inreasing eletrolyte onentration. The originof the negative harge of the air/water interfae is foused on. The air/water interfaeof a wetting �lm indiates a negative harge in a wide range of pH onditions. Theharges are postulated to be generated by the preferential adsorption of hydroxide ions.

∗In modi�ed form published as: Ciunel, K.; Armélin, M.; Findenegg, G. H.; v. Klitzing, R.Langmuir 2005, 21, 4790-4793. 66



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACE6.1 IntrodutionThe properties of water at hydrophobi surfaes are of partiular importane onsid-ering the surfae phenomena [1, 2℄. It has been assumed for a long time that waterat hydrophobi interfaes possesses a distint negative harge without any surfae ad-ditives, at least at neutral pH [3℄. Two onepts about the origin of the harges havedeveloped:1) Interfaial orientation of water dipoles.The �rst model postulates a non isotropi orientation of the dipole moment of watermoleules, either interseting the interfae [4, 5℄ or direted toward the bulk water [6, 7℄.The moleular dynamis (MD) simulations of the free surfae of water suggest that themoleules in the topmost layer are oriented mainly with the hydrogen atoms upward.This orientation auses a surfae dipole moment and a surfae potential of the order of+500 mV for the free liquid surfae [8℄. The existene of suh a surfae potential o�ersan explanation for the positive adsorption of anions in the interfae region dependingon their polarizability as observed in moleular simulation studies by Jungwirth andTobias [9, 10℄. As a onsequene, even solutions without any surfae additives ouldshow distint harging e�ets. However, most of the studies emphasize that the orien-tation of the dipoles is not su�ient reason for the harges e�ets observed. Near-edgeX-ray absorption �ne struture (NEXAFS) studies have provided evidene in supportof the existene of two relevant orientations of water moleules at the air/water inter-fae. In the single donor on�guration, water moleules are oriented with one H atompointing to the gas phase, while the other H atom ats as a aeptors for a hydrogenbond to a water moleule in the subphase. In the aeptor only on�guration, both Hatoms of water moleules are direted to the gas phase and the lone pair eletrons ofthe oxygen atom are ating as donors for hydrogen bonds to water moleules in thesubphase [11℄. The existene of these two moleular orientations is supported by sumfrequeny generation (SFG) spetrosopy of the frequeny range around 3700 m−1,67



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACEwhih seletively probes OH bonds oriented normal to the surfae [12℄. Comprehen-sive simulations report the interrupted hydrogen bonding struture and the resultingorientation of water moleules at di�erent hydrophobi surfaes [13, 14℄.2) Exess of the hydroxide ions at the air/water interfae.Water on every hydrophobi surfae is expeted to reveal similar harge e�ets. The oildroplets in an oil-in-water emulsion have been proved to be negatively harged at neu-tral pH [15℄. The negative zeta potential value depending on the pH was attributed tothe spei� loation of hydroxide ions at the oil/water interfae generating its negativeharge [15, 16℄. The isoeletri point of the surfae harge is measured or extrapolatedto be about pH 4 [2, 17℄. Redution of the zeta potential value due to harge sreeninghas been measured at rising salt onentration of the aqueous phase, but no seletiveadsorption of monovalent ions at the water/oil interfae, at least at onentrationsbelow 10 mM, has been observed [17℄. The result indiates that Hofmeister series inthis onentration range do not apply for the water surfae harging. A preferentialadsorption of hydroxide ions ompeting even with highly polarizable anions at the hy-drophobi water surfae is prediated.Liquid water with its vapor is the simplest interfae of water with a hydrophobi phase.In ontrast to the results obtained by moleular dynamis simulations [8℄, the measuredzeta potential at the air/water interfae shows a negative value of the harge [18, 19℄.Investigations on mirobubbles in aqueous solutions show that the zeta potential hasa negative value in a pH range extending into the aidi region [20℄. This emphasizesthe role of hydroxide ions as speies generating the eletrial properties of the inter-fae. Some authors hypothesize about the di�erenes in the hydration energies of OH−(-489 kJ/mol) and H+ (-1127 kJ/mol) ions at the water surfae to be responsible forthe preferential aumulation of hydroxide ions [21, 22℄. The presumption has beendisussed in detail, but the reason for the arrangement of hydroxide ions at free watersurfae is not ompletely understood [23, 24℄. 68



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACEDiret experimental veri�ation of the existene of surfae harges at the air/waterinterfae in free-standing �lms has remained elusive despite great experimental e�orts,mostly beause of di�ulties in determination of the net harge sign [23℄. Sine theliquid �lm interfaes annot be diretly investigated, the disjoining pressure isothermsfailitate studies at a single air/water interfae, re�eting the eletrostati interationsbetween the �lm interfaes. Hene, the Thin Film Pressure Balane appears a suitabletehnique attempting an extended outlook on the struture of water at the interfaes.Fore measurements on free-standing foam �lms hint at the existene of surfae hargeat the �lm surfaes. As in the symmetri foam �lms the two surfaes are equallyharged, the eletrostati ontribution to the disjoining pressure is always repulsiveand the sign of surfae harge annot be determined. Films whih are stabilized bynon-ioni surfatants show a value of the surfae potential between about 50 mV [25, 26℄and 70 mV (Chapter 4). It has been assumed that the hydroxide ions spei�ally ad-sorbed at the air/water interfae are the speies responsible for the harge and therepulsive fores in stable non-ioni foam �lms [25, 26℄. The alulations imply thatthe hydroxide ions ompete with the surfatant moleules for adsorption sites at theinterfae [27℄. Films stabilized by ationi surfatants exhibit a minimum in the surfaepotential at a ertain surfatant onentration, whih indiates a reversal from nega-tive to positive sign of the surfae potential with inreasing surfatant onentration[28, 29℄. The investigations of free-standing liquid �lms have led an intense disussionabout the origin of the surfae harge at the air/water interfae [23℄.In this hapter the presene and the sign of surfae harges at the air/water interfaeis experimentally probed. Investigations of asymmetri wetting �lms have the advan-tage, ompared to foam �lms, that by partiular hoie of the substrate harge, stableaqueous �lms without surfae additives an be formed. For this purpose, asymmetri�lms of the type air/water/solid, whih allow hanging the interation between theinterfaes of the �lm by modifying the solid substrate, are studied. The surfae harge69



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACEof the substrate is ontrolled by adsorption of polyeletrolytes of the respetive sign ofharge. Aqueous wetting �lms stabilized by ioni surfatant (Chapter 4) do not allow alear reognition of the reason for the stability of the wetting �lms. Both, eletrostatiand hydrophobi interations an ontribute for the observed wetting behavior. Theadjustment of the free water surfae harge by spreading of harged water insoluble am-phiphiles reinfores the assumption about the eletrostatially driven stability (Chapter5). In this hapter the role of hydroxide ions in reation of the negative harges of thefree water surfae is veri�ed. For this purpose, the wetting behavior of pure water�lms on modi�ed silion surfaes is investigated. Additionally, the dependene of theinterations in aqueous wetting �lms on the pH is tested.6.2 Results and disussion6.2.1 Evidene of surfae harge at the air/water interfae fromthin �lm studies on polyeletrolyte-oated substratesFigure 6.1 illustrates the qualitative aspet of the water �lm drainage on silion wafersoated with di�erent polyeletrolyte layers. The wafer shown in Figure 6.1(a)awasoated with one layer of polyation PEI. In this ase, it is generally found that thewater �lm ruptures immediately after pressure inrease, forming small islands of au-mulated liquid on the dewetted substrate. Film rupture immediately after a pressureinrease is also found for pure water �lms on wafers oated with the polyations PAH orPDADMAC, indiating that thin �lms of water are not stable on oatings with positiveexess harge. A di�erent behavior is found for the water �lms on negatively hargedsurfaes, either silion wafers with a native oxide layer or oated with the polyanionPSS as the outermost layer. Figure 6.1(b) shows a water �lm formed on a silion waferwith a PEI/PSS oating: In this ase, the water �lm is thinning ontinuously as thepressure in the ell is gradually inreased. The �lm persists stable up to high values of70



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACEthe disjoining pressure (Π = 1700 Pa; �gure 6.1()).
(a) (b) ()Figure 6.1: CCD images of water �lms on di�erently oated silion substrates (a) dewet-ting water �lm on Si/PEI; (b) stable water �lm on Si/PEI/PSS at Π = 430 Pa; ()the same �lm as in (b) at a later stage of the thinning proess at Π = 1700 Pa.The stability of the water �lms on negatively harged substrate seems to be driven bythe eletrostati repulsion between the air/water interfae and the substrate. This on-lusion is based on the fat that the Hamaker onstant for the system silion/water/airis positive [30, 31℄, i.e., orresponds to attrative van der Waals interations [32℄, andthus the stability of the �lms annot be due to van der Waals interations. This ar-gument relies on the assumption that the ultrathin polyeletrolyte �lm (< 50 Å) hasno in�uene on the sign of the Hamaker onstant. The observed instability of a thinwater �lm on solid substrate with positive surfae harges supports the postulatedeletrostati nature of the stabilization of these �lms on oated silion substrates and,in other words, our assumption of a negative surfae harge of the water �lm at theair/water interfae.The presumed eletrostati stabilization of the water �lms on negatively harged puresilion surfae was tested by adding an eletrolyte (sodium hloride) to the solution.
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CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACE

Figure 6.2: Disjoining pressure isotherms of aqueous �lms on silion wafers with anative oxide layer: pure water (open irles) and aqueous solutions of sodium hlorideat 1 mM NaCl (squares); 10 mM NaCl (diamonds); 300 mM NaCl (irles). Therespetive pressure values of the �lm rupture are indiated by the arrows.Figure 6.2 shows disjoining pressure isotherms of water �lms at di�erent sodium hlo-ride onentrations. All �lms show fast drainage (within seonds) from a thiker (dark)ommon blak �lm to a thinner (brighter) �lm, whih remains stable up to �lm pres-sures of the order of 1000 Pa. With inreasing eletrolyte onentration, the potentialdeay in the di�use eletrostati double layer at the interfae beomes steeper due tothe sreening of the double layer harges by the inreasing amount of the ounterions.Thus, the �lms beome thinner and the slope of the urves inreases as the sreeninglength beomes smaller. Unfortunately, at suh high eletrolyte onentrations it isnot possible to establish the Debye length from the experimental data. Figure 6.2 alsoindiates that with inreasing ioni strength the �lms beome less stable, as is to beexpeted from the redued eletrostati repulsion between the opposing interfaes. 72



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACE6.2.2 Eletrial harateristi of the air/water interfaeIt is assumed that water surfae harge is equal on every hydrophobi surfae. A de-pendene of the negative zeta potential values on the pH was observed for oil/waterinterfae in emulsions [15℄ - [16℄ and gas bubbles formed in water [20℄. The isoeletripoint of the surfae harge in these systems is measured or extrapolated to be aboutpH 4. Assuming a negative harge of the free water surfae, the stability of aqueouswetting �lms on silion surfae is expeted to derease as the pH is varied, due to thesreening of the water surfae harges.In order to gain more information about the origin of the negative harge at theair/water interfae, the wetting �lms of 1 mM NaCl aqueous solutions on native nega-tively harged silion wafers are investigated at gradually hanged pH. At this partiulareletrolyte onentration the eletrostati repulsion is not ompletely suppressed, andthe liquid natively prepared �lms (pH 6.88) persist stable (�gure 6.2). The amounts of10 mM HCl or NaOH, respetively, used for adjustment of the pH value, are assumednot to signi�antly hange the ioni strength of the eletrolyte solution. The investi-gated pH values of 8.9, 6.9, 4.2 and 3.3 were tested to remain onstant during 6 hoursand at given measurement ondition. The sign and the value of zeta potential of thesilion substrate in equilibrium with the surrounding liquid strongly depend of its pH.Beyond pH 2 (iep = 2) silion is negatively harged [33, 34℄.Figure 6.3 shows the disjoining pressure isotherms of the 1 mM NaCl �lms estimatedat various pH values.
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Figure 6.3: Disjoining pressure isotherms of 1 mM NaCl aqueous solution on puresilion at di�erent pH: 8.9 (urve a - �lled irles) 6.9 (urve b - squares) and pH 4.2(urve  - triangles). For omparison the disjoining pressure isotherm for pure wateris presented (open irles). The amounts of 10 mM HCl or NaOH, respetively, usedto adjust the pH value does not signi�antly hange the ioni strength of the eletrolytesolution.At pH 8.9 (urve a) the slope of the isotherm indiates an enhaned eletrostatirepulsion. At these onditions the �lm thikness is omparable to those of pure water�lm and the �lm appears stable in a wide range of imposed pressures. The di�erenein slopes of pure water and eletrolyte solution at pH 8.9 ould arise from the existeneof salt ions hanging the ioni strength relative to pure water.Passing the natively prepared value of pH 6.9 (urve b), the slope of the isotherminreases, whih indiates further sreening of the surfae harges.A marked suppression of the eletrostati repulsion between the �lm interfaes anbe observed at pH 4.2 (urve ). Wetting �lms at this pH appear muh thinner and74



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACErupture at relatively low apillary pressures.Under strong aidi ondition of pH 3.3 the �lm dewet immediately and the disjoiningpressure isotherm annot be determined. This behavior an be interpreted in terms ofeletrostati attration of opposite harged interfaes. The air/water interfae seemsto transfer at pH 3.3 to a positively harged one and to be attrated by the negativelyharged substrate. As the iep of silion is about 2 [33, 34℄ the substrate is negativelyharged as well under this measurement onditions. It an be assumed that at furtherredution of pH below the iep = 2, both, the solid/liquid and the air/liquid interfaeswould beome positively harged and repel eah other. However, the amount of HCladded to reah this low pH ould signi�antly inrease the ioni strength and ause a�lm rupture due to sreening of the surfae harges. The dereasing stability of thewetting �lm at pH 3.3 i.e. below the iep = 4, established for water at hydrophobisurfaes from the dependene of the zeta potential on pH [15℄ - [17℄, [20℄ indiates aneutralization of the harges at air/water interfae. This e�et annot be explainedin terms of orientation of water dipoles at the water surfae, but it implies the ruialrole of equilibrium between the hydroxide and hydrogen ions' adsorption in reating theharges at the air/water interfae. The observed stability of the wetting �lm extends toaidi pH range (pH 4.2). Thus, more e�etive adsorption of hydroxide than hydrogenions an be assumed. From preferential aumulation of hydroxide ions we onludethat they are responsible for the negative sign of free water surfae harges. The reasonfor the unbalane and the favorable adsorption of hydroxide ions at the water surfaeould be the di�erent hydration energies of the ions, but further work is needed toeluidate the nature of this e�et.6.3 ConlusionWetting �lms of pure water on native and hemially modi�ed silion substrates werestudied by thin-�lm pressure measurements. Surfaes arrying either positive or nega-75



CHAPTER 6. AQUEOUS WETTING FILMS - ELECTRICALCHARACTERIZATION OF AIR/WATER INTERFACEtive surfae harges were obtained by the adsorption of ationi and anioni polyele-trolytes onto the silion wafers. It was found that the stability of the wetting �lmsdepends on the sign of the surfae harge of the substrate: Stable �lms are formed ifthe surfae arries negative surfae harges, but rupture of the �lms was observed forpositively harged surfaes. Addition of an eletrolyte redues the stability of the �lmsin the ase of negatively harged silion substrates. These results strongly indiate theexistene of a negative net harge at the air/water interfae. The air/water interfaeis negatively harged in a wide range of pH values, and a sreening of the harges isobserved at dereasing pH. It has been proved that the negative harges are generatedby the exess of OH− ions adsorbed at the interfae, relatively to H+ ions.
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Chapter 7Water ontat angle study on polyeletrolyte-oatedsilion substrates
AbstratThe wetting of polyeletrolyte mono- and multilayer systems with di�erent topmostlayers by water is investigated. No orrelation between the wetting �lm stability andthe hydrophobi interations between water and the oatings is found. In additionto the general phenomena at ontat angle measurements on hydrophili surfaes likeevaporation of water and low ontat angle values, polyeletrolyte oatings an swell inwater, whih makes the measurements of the wetability by water more ompliate. Asuitable devie to study the ontat angle of swellable oatings is presented. Studyingthe kinetis of water droplets ontat angles under di�erent humidity onditions it ispossible to separate evaporation from swelling e�ets. From the researh an be seenthat a highly sophistiated interplay between hydrophobi bakbone and harge densitydetermines the wetting behavior, irrespetive of the sign of the surfae harge.
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CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATES7.1 IntrodutionThe wetability of harged solid substrates by a liquid �lms ontaining surfatants in-diates that the �lm stability is mainly dominated by the eletrostati interations.However, the ontribution of hydrophobi interations annot be exluded.Though at the low surfatant onentration, whih has been used, no omplete over-age of the substrate an be assumed, the arrangement of the surfatant moleules atthe solid surfae an in�uene the hydrophobi properties of the substrate. It is di�-ult to distinguish the hydrophobi e�ets from the eletrostati interations governingthe stability of the liquid �lm. The in�uene of di�erent surfatant moleules on thewetting �lm stability is tested on pure and modi�ed silion surfae by measuring theontat angles of water and surfatant solution droplets.The measurements of water ontat angle are ommonly used to desribe the wettingproperties of solid surfaes [1, 2℄ and to alulate the surfae free energy [3, 4℄. Themostly exploited method in pratial appliations is the measurement of stati ontatangle of a sessile drop. This method provides an equilibrium ontat angle value a-ording to Young's equation, whih is an intermediate between the advaning and thereeding ontat angle. For Young's equation regime the solid should have a hemi-ally homogeneous, �at surfae. The physiohemial interations between the dropletand the surfae are exluded. Ideal surfaes an be desribed by theoretial models.But experimental studies reported by independent laboratories show a disrepany ofseveral degrees for ontat angles measured for di�erent samples of the same om-position [5, 6℄. Several drawbaks like the homogeneity, roughness, omposition andmorphology of the solid surfae determine the deviations of the solid surfae from idealonditions [5, 6℄. The measured value an be a�eted by the respetive experimentaltehnique or the external irumstanes [5, 6℄. The surrounding humidity onditionsindue hanges of the droplet shape and even modi�ations of the solid surfae [6, 7℄.81



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESA derease of ontat angles due to evaporation of small water and unpolar liquidsdroplets on glass and diverse polymeri substrates were reported in [8, 9℄. In orderto eliminate the redution in ontat angle saturation of the atmosphere around thedroplet is postulated [8℄.The linearity of the evaporation rate of a droplet of volatile liquid from a solid sub-strate depends on the fat, whether the liquid wets the substrate or not [9℄. It anbe distinguished between opposing modes of evaporation [10℄. The onstant ontatangle mode orresponds to the altering liquid/solid ontat area, and holds for smooth,homogeneous, atually ideal surfaes and was desribed by other authors at ontatangles below 90◦ [9℄. The onstant ontat area mode involves diminishing ontatangle, leads to hysteresis of the measure during evaporation [9℄ and ours rather forontat angles above 90◦ [9℄.Several physial qualities, suh as surfae roughness, may be important for the evapo-ration of a droplet from the solid surfae. It is well known that often the topology ofthe surfae is ritial for determining the hydrophobiity of the solid substrate. Thee�et of surfae roughness and heterogeneity on wettability, in partiular on the waterontat angle, has been the subjet of numerous studies and theories [11, 12℄.Surfae modi�ations a�et obviously the wetting properties of a substrate. AlreadyLangmuir stated that the moleules of an organi monolayer adsorbed on a substratearrange themselves and minimize the surfae tension of the onerned solid surfae[13℄. The solid surfae modi�ed additionally by adsorption of assembled layers di�ersfrom an ideal smooth and homogeneous state. Adsorbed, deposited, or hemiallybonded layers alter the interfaial tension, whih onsequently leads to a onsiderablemodi�ation of wetting onditions [14℄, or even to wetting hysteresis e�ets [15℄. Thedevelopment of self-assembly tehniques provides the opportunity to study e�ets ofhemial heterogeneity and moleular interations on wetting properties [16℄. Berimand Rukenstein suggested a formation of a liquid moleules monolayer near the solid,82



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESwhih depends on the mirosopi parameters of the model and is a funtion of theshort- and long-range intermoleular interations [17℄. This pratially undetetablemiroontat angle, whih the drop forms with the solid surfae, in�uenes all dropletharateristis suh as stability, shape and the marosopi ontat angle [17, 18℄. Thereferred parameters ontribute to an individual swelling and liquid retention [19, 20℄and leads to a substantial disrepany of the results.So far most of the studies desribed in the literature deal with inert solid surfaes,whih are insensitive to the surrounding humidity. In these researhes the humidity isessential only with respet to the evaporation [10℄ - [21℄. A more omplete understand-ing how the humidity in�uenes the wetabilty of solid surfaes, inherently sensitiveto the external humidity, is very important for the haraterization of soft interfaeswith a high potential for funtionalization. In the present study the ontat angles ofwater droplets resting on silion substrates pre-oated with polyeletrolyte multilayersin still air and under ontrolled atmospheri onditions are measured. The measure-ments onduted in a longer period of time re�et the referred omplexities of solid -liquid interations. A manner for use the sessile droplet method o�ering proper andreproduible results was aspired.
7.2 Results and disussion7.2.1 Contribution of hydrophobi interation to the stabilityof aqueous wetting �lmsThe presene of water soluble amphiphiles in an aqueous wetting �lm an indues itsinstability by hydrophobization of the solid substrate. The adsorption of the surfa-tant moleules at the silion surfae is tested by ontat angle measurements. Forthis purpose a silion wafer is prepared as for the measurement and immersed into the83



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESsurfatant solutions for 30 min. This period orresponds to the ontat time of thewafer with the investigated solution before the wetting �lm forms in the �lm holder.Water ontat angles on the substrate before and after the treatment are ompared.The substrates are immersed in the respetive surfatant solution, afterwards rinsed inwater and arefully dried with deontaminated ompressed air. In order to approahthe measurement onditions of the wetting �lms, the ontat angles of both, waterand surfatant solution droplets are measured on substrates prepared in this way. Foromparison ontat angles of untreated surfaes are presented. The results, obtainedunder ambient onditions, are summarized in table 7.1:Top-most layer Si PEI PSS PAH PDADMACUntreated surfae, Θ / ◦ 0 27 ± 1 28 ± 3 33 ± 3 46 ± 2
C12G2 treatment, H2O droplet, Θ / ◦ 24 ± 3 44 ± 5 32 ± 2 37 ± 3 48 ± 2

C12G2 treatment, C12G2 droplet, Θ / ◦ 25 ± 1 49 ± 5 36 ± 5 37 ± 6 52 ± 3
C12TAB treatment, H2O droplet, Θ / ◦ 32 ± 2 28 ± 3 34 ± 2 35 ± 3 46 ± 2

C12TAB treatment, C12TAB droplet, Θ / ◦ 34 ± 3 29 ± 3 34 ± 4 33 ± 2 52 ± 6
SDS treatment, H2O droplet, Θ / ◦ 24 ± 5 37 ± 4 30 ± 3 30 ± 2 53 ± 6
SDS treatment, SDS droplet, Θ / ◦ 27 ± 2 38 ± 4 35 ± 2 39 ± 6 56 ± 3Table 7.1: Contat angle values of water and surfatant droplets on silion substratestreated with respetive surfatant solutions.The small values of the marosopi water ontat angles of water on the substrateswith negative surfae harge indiate a hydrophili nature of these substrates. On puresilion with a native oxide layer, the water droplets are spreading (Θ = 0◦). On waferswith PEI/PSS oating, the water ontat angle is 28◦ ± 3◦. For water on oatingswith a positively harged outer layer, no simple rules for the wetting behavior appear:Water droplets on a silion wafer oated with PEI form a ontat angle of 27◦ ± 1◦,and di�erently high values of the water ontat angle are observed for the other sys-tems studied in this work, viz., 33◦ ± 3◦ for PAH terminated oating and 46◦ ± 2◦ forPDADMAC in the top most layer. Aordingly, the observed instability of the water84



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATES�lms on all oatings with positive surfae harges studied in this work exludes a possi-ble explanation of these e�ets on the basis of hydrophobi interations between wateran the oatings. The measurements with up to four double layers of the alternatedpolyeletrolytes (not listed in the table) show that the ontat angle values reportedabove do not signi�antly hange as the number of deposited polyeletrolyte layersinreases.The treatment of the substrates by respetive surfatant solution have no signi�antin�uene on the measured ontat angle value. The observed small alteration of theontat angle for both, water and surfatant droplets, respetively, exludes the e�etof hydrophobization of the substrate by surfatant moleules.
7.2.2 E�ets of swelling and humidityThe ontinuously measured ontat angle of a water droplet plaed on a bare silionwafer dereases rapidly until the droplet ompletely evaporates after 25 min (�gure7.1). This behavior indiates that an individual value of the ontat angle measured instill air strongly depends on the partiular point of time hosen for the measurement.This ould explain the strong sattering of ontat angles obtained under ambient on-ditions.
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CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATES

Figure 7.1: Water ontat angle values vs. time for bare silion substrate in ambi-ent ondition (open squares), bare silion surfae in saturated vapor atmosphere (�lledsquares) and Si/PEI/PSS/PDADMAC oated silion wafer under ambient onditions(open irles). Point of time t = 0 orresponds to the time where the droplet is depositedon the surfae.In order to eliminate the evaporation of the droplet, a saturated vapor atmosphere wasassured by equilibrating the silion sample in a sealed glass hamber ontaining water.Under this ondition the shape of the water droplet plaed on the substrate does nothange and the ontat angle remains onstant at about 37◦ ± 1◦ during at least 30min (�gure 7.1).The time dependeny of the ontat angle is even more pronouned for hydrophilisubstrates oated with swellable materials suh as polyeletrolytes. The initial ontatangle value of 46◦ ± 2◦ for hemially ethed silion oated with PEI/PSS/ PDADMACmultilayer dereases in ambient atmosphere even faster than for the native silion, un-til the droplet vanishes already after 15 minutes (�gure 7.1). Aording to the fastervanishing of the droplet on the polyeletrolyte multilayers a seond mehanism, in ad-86



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESdition to evaporation, ausing the derease in ontat angle is assumed. This ould bethe penetration of water into the overing layers.In order to study the e�et of water suking, di�erent surfaes oated with diversepolyations are tested. The time-depending urves for pre-oated silion wafer wherethe top most layer onsists of PDADMAC, PAH or PEI layer, are shown in �gure 7.2and summarized in table 7.2. The di�erenes in ontat angle onset values indiate adi�erent degree in hydrophiliity of the topmost layer. From the spei� time neededfor disappearing of the droplet and from the lowering slopes of the urves a spei�veloity of the droplet disappearane is alulated and reapitulated in table 7.2. PEIand PAH layers show a rate of hange in ontat angle lose to the genuine evaporationrate, evaluated from the bare silion, but PDADMAC as the topmost layer leads to amuh higher rate, whih indiates a seond proess in addition to evaporation.Contat angle measuredTopmost in ambient onditions Contat anglelayer in saturated vapor / ◦Onset value / ◦ Changing veloity / ◦/minBare silion∗ 33 ± 2 0.7 37 ± 1PDADMAC 46 ± 2 2.1 38 ± 1PAH 33 ± 3 0.8 34 ± 0.2PEI 27 ± 1 0.5 24 ± 1Table 7.2: Water ontat angle values and spei� veloity of the quantity hanging fordi�erently prepared silion substrates in distintive humidity onditions.
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CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATES

(a)

(b)Figure 7.2: Water ontat angle values vs. time for polyeletrolyte pre-oated silionsubstrate with a polyation in the top-most layer: Si/PEI/PSS/PDADMAC (squares),Si/PEI/PSS/PAH (open diamonds) and Si/PEI (triangles): (a) Deay under ambientonditions (open symbols) and (b) Equilibrium values in saturated vapor (�lled symbols).88



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESThe harateristi behavior of water droplets on eah oating is presumed to be gen-erated both, by evaporation and by more or less strong suking of the water dropletsinto the polyeletrolyte layers. By rule of thumb it ould be summarized that the morehydrophobi the surfae is at the beginning the higher is the veloity of dereasingontat angle. It means, that the e�et of suking water on the raising hydrophiliityis more pronouned for less hydrophili material.After 15 min inubation of the substrate in saturated vapor, the initial value of the on-tat angle keeps onstant for eah system during at least 90 min (�gure 7.2(b)). Thisagain demonstrates that the evaporation of the droplet an be avoided. But also theseond e�et, the suking of the water into the oatings, seems to be eliminated. It ispostulated that in the humid atmosphere the polyeletrolyte multilayers swell. Hene,there is no driving fore for the droplet to suk into the pre-swollen multilayer. Allpolyation oated surfaes show a onstant and distint ontat angle. It is worth tonotie that the order of the onset ontat angle value is maintained in both humid andambient onditions. This suggests that in the present ase the relative hydrophobiity(i.e. surfae energy) of the three ationi surfaes is not in�uened by the environ-mental humidity. The attration of water by the respetive oating is preserved. Itshould be notied that even in ambient onditions (about 40 % r.h.) the polyeletrolytemultilayer is already slightly swollen. At 40% r.h. the system PSS/PAH has a waterontent of about 10% and at 100% r.h. (saturated vapor) between 30 and 50% water,depending on the number of layers and the type of topmost layer [22℄.All investigated polyeletrolyte layers swell in water or in vapor [22, 23℄. Hene, inambient atmosphere on all polyeletrolyte oated surfaes the droplet both evaporatesand suk into the layer. However, the rate in hange in ontat angle on a PAH andthe PEI surfae is similar to the evaporation rate alulated for bare silion surfae.It means that the suking itself does not hange the ontat angle, whih ould referto the onstant ontat angle mode, and the swelling of the polyeletrolyte layers does89



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESnot hange the surfae energy. This is in good agreement with the fat that the equi-librium ontat angle in humid ondition is very similar to the onset ontat angle inambient onditions in table 7.2. In ontrast to this, the swelling of the oating withPDADMAC as the topmost layer leads to inreasing hydrophiliity whih ontributesto the redution of the ontat angle in ambient onditions as a seond proess besidesevaporation. This non-uniform evaporation rates on polymeri layers in respet to thebehavior estimated by the referenes [10℄ - [24℄ an be explained by the fat, that forsoft oatings supplementary e�ets, like the hemial bakbone, moleular weight andharge density, in�uene the liquid - substrate interation.In order to assay the e�et of the surfae harge on the water ontat angle value,the measurements are arried out on silion, where a polyanion (PSS) omposes theoutermost layer.In ontrast to the ationi surfaes the onstant ontat angle hanges with the timeunder humid onditions. Despite of 15 min equilibration in saturated vapor, the waterdroplet on a PSS-oated surfae, starting from 34◦ ± 3◦ ontat angle value, needsabout 70 min to reah the plateau value of 28◦ ± 3◦ (�gure 7.3). Extending the dropletpre-swelling time up to 70 min, adequate to the prior period required to level o� theontat angle value, results in the same response of the substrate only shifted in time(�gure 7.3).It takes for the ontat angle again about 70 min to get a onstant value. This indiatesthat the PEI/PSS oating swells di�erently in water vapor and in liquid water. Thisbehavior is in agreement with the results obtained by neutron re�etometry, where theswelling kinetis of polyeletrolytes multilayers di�ers in the saturated vapor and inwater [25℄. The polyeletrolyte multilayers exposed to saturated water vapor are muhthinner ompared to the same assemblies studied against liquid water [25℄.
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CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATES

Figure 7.3: Water ontat angle values vs. time for silion pre-oated with PEI/PSSat two di�erent saturation periods (15 min lasting saturation - open symbols; 70 minlasting saturation - �lled symboles).Polyeletrolyte multilayers with PSS as a topmost layer swell more pronouned thanlayers with PAH on top [22, 26℄ whih indiates a stronger attration of water due tostronger hydrophiliity. To summarize, the order of equilibrium ontat angles is PEI< PSS < PAH < PDADMAC.The results show that there is no diret orrelation between the ontat angle and thesign of surfae harge. Reently, the authors showed that the stability of a water �lmon a substrate depends strongly on the sign of surfae harge of the substrate [27℄. Thewater �lms are stable on negatively harged surfaes and unstable on ationi ones.From this point of view, one would expet low ontat angles on negatively hargedsurfaes and high ontat angles on ationi surfaes. Sine this is not the ase, one anonlude that there is no orrelation between the water �lm stability, whih is domi-nated by eletrostati repulsion and the hydrophibiity/hydrophility of the substrate.From the hemial struture of the polyeletrolytes in the outermost layer one annot91



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESeasily predit the order of ontat angles of the di�erent surfaes. In former studies,it was found that a PAH surfae shows a larger ontat angle than a PSS surfae [22℄,[28, 29℄ whih leads to a zig-zag urve of ontat angle as a funtion of number ofdeposited PSS and PAH layers. This is in agreement with the results found in thepresent study. Due to the benzene ring in the PSS bakbone one would expet a largerontat angle than for a PAH surfae. On the other hand PSS is a strong polyele-trolyte, whih ould lead to a higher harge density than of the weak polyeletrolytePAH [25℄. PDADMAC is also a strong polyeletrolyte, but the harge density is lowerthan along a PSS hain and the pyridine ring makes the bakbone quite hydrophobi.Former neutron re�etivity studies showed a less pronouned swelling in saturated wa-ter vapor than against liquid water irrespetive of the type of topmost layer [22℄. Thisould explain the redution in ontat angle of a water droplet on a PSS surfae evenafter saturation in water vapor. However, it is still unlear why only a PSS surfaeleads to suh a di�erent wetting behavior.In respet of the thikness of the multilayer oating not the number of the polyele-trolyte layers but the top-most layer determines the ontat angle value. Aordingto the literature, the absolute value of the ontat angle for eah most outer polyele-trolyte does not remarkably hanges with the inreasing number of the alternated PAHand PSS layers [22℄, [28, 29℄.7.3 ConlusionIn the present study ontat angle measurements of water on silion substrates oatedwith di�erent polyeletrolytes layers are arried out.From the results the following onlusions an be made (�gure 7.4):(1) The obvious in�uene of the environmental humidity onditions on the measuredontat angle on top of polyeletrolyte oated surfae indiates strong evaporation andsuking of water into the polyeletrolyte oating in ambient onditions. Both e�ets92



CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATESwere separated by ontat angle studies at bare silion surfaes where only evaporationtakes plae. The ontat angle reahes a steady state value if it is pre-swollen in humidair, where no driving fore exist for the droplet to suk into the polyeletrolyte oating.(2) There is no orrelation between the ontat angle and the sign of harge.(3) There seems to be very sophistiated relation between the absolute value of on-tat angle, the hydrophobiity of the bakbone and the harge density. For ertainpolyeletrolytes saturated vapor and liquid water show the same e�et of swelling, forPSS, for instane, water seems to have a muh more pronouned e�et than saturatedvapor. These polyeletrolyte spei� properties are not well understood, so far, andrequire further investigation.(4) The order of the ontat angles remains the same after pre-swelling in humid air.This ould be explained by a pre-swelling of the polyeletrolyte layers even in ambientonditions and the relative ability for swelling seems to remain the same after pre-swelling in humid air.(5) The reproduibility of the measurement is in humid air muh higher than in am-bient onditions. One reason is the drastially redued suking and evaporation. Itmeans that the obtained result is sensitive to the point of time, when exatly the on-tat angle is measured. Another soure for a strong sattering of ontat angle valuesin ambient onditions ould be the �utuations in relative humidity under ambient labonditions. A further reason ould be a redued roughness after pre-swelling in humidair due to annealing. This in turn ould lead to a derease in error bars, espeiallydue to a larger homogeneity of the surfae. On the other hand the roughness was notexpliitly studied and from aspets of surfae energy it should be smaller in ambientonditions than in liquid environment.
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CHAPTER 7. WATER CONTACT ANGLE STUDY ONPOLYELECTROLYTE-COATED SILICON SUBSTRATES

Figure 7.4: Redution of water ontat angle on polyeletrolyte oated surfae due toevaporation and penetration of water into the oating and swelling of the polyeletrolytelayer.In view of the study the ontat angle should be onsidered not only as a marosopiquantity, whih does not re�et the behavior of the substrate in ontat with water.Taking into aount the fat that by the formation of the water droplet on a solidsurfae a metastable equilibrium state ours, the moleular nature of the assembliesadsorbed on the solid surfae, muh smaller then the dimension of the droplet, andthe spei� sensitivity of the oatings to the humidity of the gas phase should not beunderestimated.A hallenge for future experiments is to �nd out the general dependene of the wettingbehavior on di�erent moleular parameters like harge density and hydrophobiity ofthe oating.
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Chapter 8Fores in polyeletrolyte liquid �lms. A Surfae ForeApparatus and Thin Film Pressure Balane study
AbstratThe results of fore measurements in thin liquid �lms of poly(styrenesulfonate) sodiumsalt (PSS) are presented. The polyeletrolyte �lms were investigated in a symmetrionformation between two mia surfaes in Surfae Fore Apparatus and as asymmetriwetting �lms on a silion surfae. Aording to the literature the disjoining pressureisotherms determined for polyeletrolyte foam �lms in the semi-dilute onentrationregime indiate distint strati�ation within the �lms. However, no osillations an bedeteted for equally onentrated solutions using SFA. The fore lower detetion limitof the SFA tehnique makes it an inappropriate tehnique to study fores in aqueous�lms ontaining polyeletrolytes.The substitution of one of the air/liquid interfaes in a foam �lm by a solid substratesuppresses as well the strati�ation in the �lm, as it is observed using TFPB.Theresults are ompared to the literature results for polyeletrolyte systems studied byCP-AFM tehnique. The fore measurement tehniques are ompared with respet totheir suitability for detetion of strutural fores in thin liquid �lms on�ned betweendi�erent interfaes under ertain onditions.98



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDY8.1 IntrodutionThe non-toxi properties and the manifold of hemial strutures lead to an enormousinrease in interest in polyeletrolytes during the last years. The development of miroand nanotehnologies requires a better understanding of the struturing and behaviorof the maromoleules entrapped between the interfaes in small pores and thin �lms.The researhes fous on funtionalization and tailoring of polyeletrolytes in variousappliations, as e.g. on the basis of steri stabilization for ontrolling of the stabilityor size of olloidal partiles [1, 2℄.An important task is the haraterization of the interhain interations and their on-trol. The omplex behavior of polyeletrolytes in aqueous solutions is a subjet ofmany studies [3, 4℄ mostly onsidering the semi-dilute regime, where the polyeletrolytehains overlap. An important subjet onsidering struturing of polyeletrolytes is thein�uene of a solid or �uid phase adjaent to the liquid volume and on�ning the liquidbetween the interfaes of a thin �lm.Moleules whih form supramoleular strutures on�ned between two walls show alayering related to an osillatory disjoining pressure [5, 6℄. The osillations annot bedesribed by the DLVO approah. They arise due to the expulsion of the moleulesfrom the �lm [7℄. After the moleules are exluded, the onentration in the �lm be-omes lower than in the liquid bulk, whih leads to an attrative depletion fore.Thin liquid foam �lms ontaining polyeletrolytes above a ertain onentration showa stepwise thinning. As the polyeletrolyte onentration inreases the number of stepsinreases and the steps beome smaller. The onstant period of the osillatory foresobserved in liquid �lms ontaining linear polyanions [8, 9℄ and polyations [10, 11℄ isrelated to an equal amount of moleules exluded from the thin �lm. Moreover, the pe-riod an be orrelated with the hain distane ξ of the on�ned polyeletrolyte hains.This harateristi length, in turn, sales with the polyeletrolyte onentration [9, 10℄,99



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDY[12℄.This �nding relates the period of the osillatory disjoining pressure isotherms with theinverse peak width found for the bulk solution using small angle neutron sattering(SANS) [10℄. Hene, the polyeletrolyte network struture, assumed for aqueous so-lutions, was onluded also for the on�ned geometry of the liquid �lm. Experimentsusing small angle sattering tehniques (SANS and SAXS) [13, 14℄ have on�rmed thetheoretial predition of ξ ∼ c−1/2 for polyeletrolyte solutions (with c orrespondingto the polyeletrolyte onentration).From the fore distane urves reorded by the Colloidal Probe Atomi Fore Mi-rosopy (CP-AFM) the expulsion of the poly(styrenesulfonate) sodium salt (PSS)from an eletrolyte liquid �lm between spherial silia partile and planar silia surfaehas been found as well [15℄. Generally, at large separations the fores are osillatory,and at lose approah of the surfaes there is an attrative depletion fore and aneletrostati repulsion between the surfaes. The periodi length of the osillationsdereases with inreasing polymer onentration whih let onlude about an orderingof the moleules between the surfaes [15℄.Marra and Hair measured fores between mia surfaes in salt-free solutions of PSS us-ing the SFA tehnique [16℄. The experiments deal with the onentration range whereall fores ould be �tted with the DLVO theory (0.8 mM). The results show, that thedistane range of the double layer fores inreases with inreasing polymer hain lengthat onstant monomolar onentration. However, even the inreasing moleular weightof the polymer in�uenes distintly its expulsion from the liquid �lm. This is due to theredued number of onformations that polymer an make in the narrow gap betweentwo surfaes. The possible strutural fores arising between the moleules ould notbeen measured as they range below the detetion limit of the SFA and are dominatedby the double layer fores.In the present hapter the struturing of PSS in a semi-dilute onentration regime100



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDYis investigated. Liquid �lms in symmetri on�guration between two mia surfaesin a Surfae Fore Apparatus and in form of asymmetri wetting �lms in Thin FilmPressure balane are studied. The results are ompared with the literature results forpolyeletrolyte foam �lms and liquid �lms on�ned between a partile and a planarsolid surfae. Besides the surfae roughness, the type and the properties of the inter-faes are assumed to play a subordinate role for the struturing of moleules within the�lm, whih o�ers a omparison of results obtained with di�erent measuring tehniques.From the former measurements on foam �lms it is known that only the struturing ofpolyeletrolytes in the �lm bulk plays an important role.
8.2 Results and disussionAqueous solutions of poly(styrensulfonate) sodium salt (PSS) are investigated in sym-metri �lms between two mia surfaes and asymmetri wetting �lms on silion surfaeat three onentrations of 5 mM, 10 mM and 40 mM. The polyanion is assumed not toadsorb on negatively harges surfaes. The onentration of polyeletrolyte was hosenon the basis of literature results for symmetri foam �lms stabilized by PSS and asurfatant, whih show a disontinuous thinning [14℄. Figure 8.1 shows the fores vs.distane urves for PSS �lms at di�erent onentrations on�ned between two urvedmia interfaes.
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CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDY

(a)

(b)Figure 8.1: Surfae fores between mia surfaes in the presene ofPoly(styrenesulfonate) sodium salt (PSS) at onentrations of 5 mM (irles),10 mM (squares) and 40 mM (triangles) plotted in a linear (a) and a logarithmi (b)sale. 102



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDYFor eah investigated polyeletrolyte onentration no osillations of the fore withinthe apparatus' detetion limit are observed. As the polyeletrolyte onentration in-reases from 5 mM to 10 mM the slope of the urves inreases as well (�gure 8.1(b)).This indiates that at inreasing polyeletrolyte onentration the eletrostati repul-sion between mia interfaes delines.While the maximum distane between both solid surfaes is about 40 nm at 5 mMPSS solution, and the distane dereases for 10 mM PSS to 20 nm, for 40 mM PSSthe mia surfaes ome fast in ontat and a low fore value is deteted. The reduedrepulsion between the solid surfaes ould be explained by pronouned depletion of thepolyeletrolyte layers from the intervening liquid �lm. This an be aused at higheronentrations due to the inrease of the ioni strength of the solution.The fore values normalized by the radius of the urved mia surfaes of the order of 1m are of the range of 10−5 - 10−3 N/m. This are two orders of magnitude higher thanthe fores deteted by Colloidal Probe - AFM for �lms of polyeletrolyte semi-dilutesolutions, taking into aount the 1 µm radius of the silia partile interating withplanar silion surfae [17℄. The fore vs. distane urves obtained by CP - AFM showdistint osillations with a maximum amplitude smaller than 10−5 N/m, whih is thelower limit of fores deteted by SFA. For the omplete omparison of the methodsone has to take into aount the fat, that SFA tehnique provides absolute distanevalues, while the ones measured by AFM are relative values. This fat ould lead tothe assumption, that both methods desribe fores in di�erent subsequent thiknessranges: osillations deteted by AFM our beyond 120 nm, and below this thiknessthe SFA measurements are arried out. However, this lassi�ation of the thiknessregions suggests that the layering of polyeletrolytes would be of long-range. Thisin turn ontradits the results obtained using TFPB for foam �lms of the thiknessbetween 10 and 80 nm, where three polyeletrolyte network layers in maximum aredeteted [14℄. Moreover the urves obtained by means of CP-AFM do not indiate103



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDYfurther osillations at potentially smaller thiknesses as measured. As the CP-AFMan measure at very small approah of the interfaes, rather a very thin �lm withoutany polyeletrolyte inside is onluded [17℄. Therefore, it an be assumed that bothexperimental methods operate in the same thikness range, but the interations withinthe polyeletrolyte network annot be deteted by SFA, and only the repulsion betweenthe mia surfaes is measured. The limited detetion range of SFA tehnique annotbe explained by surfae potential of the interating solid bodies. The surfae poten-tial of silion in aqueous solutions (about -100 mV) does not signi�antly vary fromthe surfae potential of mia at the same onditions (about -150mV). Moreover, theamplitude of osillations measured by CP-AFM for polyeletrolyte solutions has beenintensi�ed as the planar silion surfae was exhanged by mia [17℄. Also the radius ofurvature used in SFA (about 1 m) annot be the reason for the redued sensitivity.Aording to the Derjaguin approximation [18℄ the radius of urvature is not ruial assigni�antly smaller distanes are measured. Additionally, the radius value is betweenthe small radius of CP-AFM (µm range) and the zero urvature of planar liquid �lmsstudied by TFPB. The fore vs. distane urves are reorded by CP-AFM and SFAwithin the period of 1 - 30 min. The tehniques do not allow a slower performane ofthe experiment due to a drift implied by the streaming of the solution. This e�et is inpartiularly observable in the SFA, where the volume of the investigated liquid (about30 ml) is muh higher than those in a typial CP-AFM measurement (about 1 µl).At very slow approah of the surfaes in a CP-AFM the osillations are suppressed[17℄. The network of polyeletrolyte in an aqueous solution is very sensitive to thestreaming �eld, so the reason for the suppressed osillations in SFA ould be the lossof the original intermoleular onformation.Fores in thin asymmetri PSS �lms on�ned between a gas/liquid and a liquid/solidinterfae has been measured by the TFPB tehnique. With this method only of therepulsive fores are aessible. Therefore, the disjoining pressure isotherms reveal steps104



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDYin thikness whih are due to osillating interations. The transition from a thiker toa thinner �lm ours disontinuously and appears in form of di�erently olored spotson the �lm. In ontrast to the symmetri �lms, showing an enhaned osillations atinreasing polyeletrolyte onentration [8℄ - [19℄, only one step is observed for PSSwetting �lms on silion surfae. Figure 8.2 provides pitures of a single transitionharateristi for PSS wetting �lms on silion at all investigated onentrations. Thesingle step (8.2(b)) ours within few seonds at very low pressure, just after the thik�lm of small radius (8.2(a)) beomes formed. The further thinning is ontinuous as itan be inferred both, from uniformly olored �lm surfae (8.2() and 8.2(d)) and fromdisjoining pressure isotherms as presented in �gure 8.2.The asymmetri pro�le of the wetting �lm and the di�erent visoelasti properties ofthe surfaes ould in�uene the struturing of the polyeletrolyte hains. This ouldbe the reason for the suppressing of the steps, but the assumptions are not validated.The shift of the urves reorded for higher PSS onentrations (10 mM and 40 mM)to lower thiknesses, ompared to the urve for 5 mM PSS, is in agreement with theresults obtained using SFA and indiates a more rapid expulsion of the polyeletrolytesfrom the �lm and an enhaned repulsion between the �lm interfaes.
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CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDY

(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 8.2: Sequential images of disontinuous transition (b and ) from a thik (a) toa thinner (d) PSS wetting �lm on a silion surfae.Investigated with the TFPB tehnique, the �lms are in equilibrium, while the thiknessis measured. The reorded disjoining pressure values orrespond to the mathematialderivative of the atual fores. Thus the absolute deteted values, annot be diretlyompared with the results obtained for the systems by SFA or CP-AFM. The physialproperties of the surfaes in�uene the range of the osillatory pressures aessible forthe three tehniques. Solid surfaes an be exposed to a muh higher stress withoutdeformations, while the air/liquid interfae beomes subjeted to spatial undulations.The di�erenes are re�eted in the results for asymmetri �lms, where the supramole-ular ordering of the polyeletrolyte hains is possibly deformed and only one step anbe measured. But the phenomenon of only one step irrespetive of the polyeletrolyteonentration is not understood, so far. 106



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDY

Figure 8.3: Disjoining pressure isotherms of Poly(styrenesulfonate) sodium salt (PSS)wetting �lms on silion surfae at various onentrations.8.3 SummaryThe results of fore measurements in thin liquid �lms of poly(styrenesulfonate) sodiumsalt are presented. The polyeletrolyte �lms are investigated in a symmetri onforma-tion between two mia surfaes in Surfae Fore Apparatus and as asymmetri wetting�lms on the silion surfae. The polyeletrolyte onentrations orrespond to the semi-dilute regime and are the same as in former measurements in foam �lms. As theTFPB tehnique allows only for reording of the repulsive parts of the fore urve, theSFA tehnique was employed for the polyeletrolyte �lms in order to trak the both,repulsive and attrative interations. However, the fore urves at all onentrationsmeasured by SFA indiate no osillations during the �lm thinning. SFA seems to bean inappropriate tehnique to study fores in aqueous �lms ontaining polyeletrolytesdue to laking sensitivity to the strutural fores reorded by other methods. The sub-107



CHAPTER 8. FORCES IN POLYELECTROLYTE LIQUID FILMS. A SURFACEFORCE APPARATUS AND THIN FILM PRESSURE BALANCE STUDYstitution of one of the liquid/air interfaes in a foam �lm by a solid substrate suppressespartially the strati�ation in the �lm observed using TFPB.The results are ompared to the results for polyeletrolyte systems studied by CP-AFM tehnique [17℄. Several di�erenes between the tehniques have to be taken intoaount:- The fore detetion limits of the methods di�er. Additionally, the fores normalizedby di�erent radius of the �lm surfaes annot be diretly ompared.- The speed of the surfaes approah and the veloities of the measurement di�er. Ad-ditionally, they are onditioned by the drift of the investigated solution volume. Thisan result in a streaming, whih implies destrution of the polyeletrolyte networkwithin the �lm.- The physial properties of the interfaes on�ning the polyeletrolyte �lms responddi�erently on the imposed stress, whih an in�uene the intermoleular struturing ofthe polyeletrolyte within the �lm.The e�ets suggest that eah measurement method allows for detetion of struturalfores in thin liquid �lms on�ned between interfaes in ertain on�guration and un-der ertain onditions.
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Chapter 9Conlusion and outlook
In the present thesis the interfaial fores in thin aqueous �lms are studied and on-trolled.The �lms are investigated in respet to two aspets:1) The relation between the interations and the �lm stability;2) The on�ning e�et for olloidal dispersions.The measurements show that the omposition of the interfaes plays an important rolefor the stability of the liquid �lms. Firstly, the stability of both, foam (air/liquid/air)and wetting (air/liquid/silion) �lms is ompared. Films of both types are investigatedusing Thin Film Pressure Balane, assembled within the experimental work and mod-i�ed for studies of asymmetri �lms. Wetting �lms appear thiker and more stablethan the free-standing �lms of the same solution. This result ould be attributed tothe spatial undulations of the air/water interfae approahing the solid surfae. Thedistint elastiity of the interfaes and di�erent surfae potentials ontribute to theobserved stability.For further measurements the wetting �lms are in the enter of the fous. The surfaeharges of the interfaes in the wetting �lms are modi�ed in a systemati way. Theharge of the air/water interfae is varied by water soluble and insoluble amphiphiles.The harge of the solid surfae an by adjusted by adsorption of polyeletrolyte mul-111



CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKtilayers.The exess of water insoluble amphiphiles at the air/water interfae of a wetting �lmindiates that the stability of thin aqueous �lms is governed by eletrostati doublelayer fores. Repulsion and stable �lms are observed between equally harged �lm in-terfaes. The oppositely harged �lm surfaes attrat eah other, whih results in �lmrupture.Regarding the eletrostati driven stability of the liquid �lms, water wetting �lms areinvestigated on di�erently harged substrates. Stable water �lms on negatively hargedsolid surfaes, and �lm rupture on positively harged ones, provide an evidene of thenegative surfae harge at the air/water interfae. This �nding is on�rmed by en-haned sreening of the harges at inreasing eletrolyte onentration. By hangingthe pH of the solution the negative water surfae harge an be modi�ed. This leadsto the onlusion that the harges are due to the preferential adsorption of hydroxideions. Hene, the ontribution of hydrophobi interations to the wetting �lm stabilityan be exluded. This assumption is proved by ontat angle measurements. A deviesuitable for studying the ontat angle of hydrophili and swellable oated surfae un-der humid onditions is designed.The results of fore measurements in thin liquid �lms of poly(styrenesulfonate) sodiumsalt between two mia surfaes in Surfae Fore Apparatus, and as wetting �lms on asilion surfae in Thin Film Pressure Balane are presented. This studies are motivatedby former measurements on foam �lms, whih show a stepwise thinnnig. The numberof the steps inreases as the polyeletrolyte onentration inreases and the steps be-ome smaller. The period of the osillatory fores is orrelated with the polyeletrolytehain distane, whih in turn sales with the polyeletrolyte onentration. In ontrastto this, fores reorded for equally onentrated solutions usig SFA indiate no osil-lations. This is attributed to the laking sensitivity of this tehnique for detetion ofstrutural fores in thin polyeletrolyte �lms. 112



CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKIn polyeletrolyte wetting �lms of the same omposition only one step ours irrespe-tive to the onentration. One of the possible explanations it the asymmetri streamingpro�le within the wetting �lm, whih suppreses the strati�ation.OutlookThe water soluble amphiphiles are able to adsorb on both of the wetting �lm interfaes.Therefore, it is di�ult to to distinguish and to quanti�y the ontribution of eletro-stati and hydrophobi interations to the liquid �lm stability. Elaborated study onthis interesting model system, applied in pratie e.g. in �otation proesses, providesa hallenge for the future work.In view of the ontat angles measured on modi�ed substrates, a hallenge for fu-ture experiments is to �nd out the general dependene of the wetting behavior ondi�erent moleular parameters like harge density and hydrophobiity of the oating.The presene of strutural fores within thin polyeletrolyte �lms also requires furtherinvestigation. The general suitability of fore measurements tehniques for a respetivesystem has to be established.
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